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Increase your station's capability and programming flexibility by selecting Collins 4- channel

\ú

212K -1 or 8- channel 212L -1. Both are all new, all solid- state. And packed with features such as
reverse cue and stereo headphone output jacks.

The 212L -1 has dual stereo monitor outputs and a monaural program output.
Both consoles have fresh new styling -easy to look at, comfortable to use.
And under this new look ... Collins design
g and manufacturing
For more information, see your Collins representative or contact
Collins Radio Company, Dept. 400, Dallas, Texas 75207.
Phone: (214) 235 -7863 (direct line).

COLLINS
"

"
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ARE YOUR SOLLARS
BEING

Invest in television studio equipment today that can expand
to meet your needs tomorrow. Squeezing your dollars with odd
pieces of cameras and accessories can be costly, particularly when
you want to grow. Keep your television dollars flexible. Cohu Elec-

tronics offers CATV systems that can grow with you.
Cohu, an established name in the electronics industry, offers
a

complete line of equipment for CATV use.
AMPLIFIERS
CAMERAS

ENCODERS

MONITORS

GENERATORS

SWITCHERS

AND MUCH MORE
For detailed information and the name of your nearest Cohu

representative, call direct to Cohu's TV Product Line Manager at
714 -277 -6700, Box 623, San Diego, California 92112, TWX 910-

335 -1244.
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22 The Color Mobile Van

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
LES NELSON, Chairman
Howard W. Sams & Co., Indianapolis

... Serving

the Public Interest. WWJTV reaches for maximum flexibility in serving its viewers and
advertisers. Donald Balcom and Donald DeGroot.

CIRCULATION
EVELYN ROGERS, Manager

ADVERTISING
E. P. LANGAN,

28 Air! Give Me Air! For the first time, a realistic look at how
heat affects solid state units in the communications system. Includes tips on what to look for in manufacturers' specs. Walt
Jung.

Director

JACK HANCOCK, Manager
JOAN HIRES, Production
JAKE STOCKWELL, Sales

R.

REGIONAL ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES

32 Someone Has To Take The Lead

... Miami Station Updates

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206
ROY HENRY
HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

Emergency Equipment. The story of how one station took the
lead in updating emergency pooled audio equipment. Gene
Rider.

2469 E. 98th St.
Tele: 317/846 -7026
New York, New York 10019
CHARLES C. HORNER
3 W 57th St.

36 The Curve Tracer. An introduction to the curve tracer, another
method of testing diodes and transistors. Compares this method
with others currently in use. Carl Babcoke.

Tele: 212/688 -6350
Los Angeles, California
JOHN D. GILLIES
3600 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1510

California 90005
Tele: 213/383 -1552

Los Angeles,

41 New FCC Antenna Patterns. An easy-to- understand explanation of the latest methods of determining antenna patterns.
Robert A. Jones.

London W. C. 2, England
JOHN ASHCRAFT & CO.
12 Bear Street

Leicester Square
Tele: 930-0525

50 Progress In IC's. A creative IC circuit designer explains activity in the state of the art and introduces the phase- locked
loop. Hans Comenzind.

Amsterdam

C,

Holland

JOHN ASHCRAFT & CO.

W.J.M. Sanders, Mgr.

for Benelux & Germany
Herengracht 365
Tele: 020. 240908

54 College Course For CATV Technicians. Texas A&M opens
up new training course that includes practicing cable techniques.

Tokyo, Japan
INTERNATIONAL MEDIA
REPRESENTATIVES, LTD.
1,

Shiba- Kotohiracho, Minato -ku
Tele: 502-0656
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING is published
monthly by Intertec Publishing Corp., 1014
Wyandotte Street, Kansas City, Missouri
64105. Telephone: 913/888-4664.

ABOUT THE COVER
Our cover this month was
supplied by the staff at
WWJ -TV, Detroit. The station, through locally originated and mobile color, has
added flexibility that serves
the viewer and the advertiser. See article on page
24.
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qualified persons engaged in commercial and educational radio and television
broadcasting. Non -qualified subscriptions in
the U.S. are $6.00 one year, $10.00 two
years, $13.00 three years. Outside the USA
add $1.00 per year to cover postage.
Single copy rate 75 cents. Back issue rate
$1.00. Adjustments necessitated by subscription termination at single copy rate.
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FOUR BASIC MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
CHROMA KEY, COLOR MATTE, POSITIONER AND OTHER OPTIONS AVAILAB

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC
FOR
6515 Sunset Blvd.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
(213) 462 -6618

1971
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CONTACT GRAVCO SALES, INC.
Station Plaza East
GREAT NECK, N.Y.

1312 West Northwest Highway
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

2626 Mockingbird Lane

(516) 487 -1311

(312) 394 -1344

(214) 352 -2475
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More VHF in TV's Future?
The approach of Canada's Department of Communications (DOC) to television
channel allocations departs radically from that of the FCC. DOC Broadcast Procedure #5, Canada's TV Technical Regulations, employs a protected
contour concept and avoids reliance on fixed mileage separations as is
done in the U.S.
As a consequence, there are numerous low -power VHF
television stations in Canada (over 65 near the U.S. border alone) which
would not meet the U.S. minimum mileage separation standards.
The Commission's

staff is quietly studying Canadian experience with low power VHF operation. At one time, the Commission had proposed comparable
operation on Chs. 70 -83, but this portion of the UHF band has been reallocated to the land mobile services.
It's too early to tell what course these staff studies may take, but the
Commission is known to be exploring all avenues -- cable, translators,
low-power operation, and UHF stations --to increase the availability of
local television service to individual communities.

Excessive FM Subcarrier Levels Cause Problems
Recent studies have traced many reports of FM signal dropouts and "picket
fence" effects to the presence of excessively high levels of stereo and
Apparently these high levels of subcarrier cause
SCA subcarrier signals.
cancellation or reduction of the subcarrier sideband in the presence of
reflections from terrain and other objects.
The Commission's Technical Regulations require that the modulation of the
19 kHz FM stereo pilot subcarrier be maintained between levels of 8 percent
and 10 percent, and in the case of SCA operation that the arithmetic sum
of the modulation of the main carrier by the SCA subcarriers not exceed
10 percent.
Several stations have been found to be operating with levels
in excess of those permitted.
is believed that some FM stations are deliberately exceeding permissible
subcarrier levels in order to assure de- activation of the "stereo- killer"
However, this is not only a violation
circuits in some FM receivers.
of the FCC Technical Standards but also can lead to reception problems.
It

(Continued on page 6)
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HELIAX

COAXIAL CABLE...
the ultimate
in high power
performance

-10."ANDAEW

The one cable that has all the adva stages
for transmission of high power RF. One piece co,inects
transmitter to antenna. Eliminates the numerous flanges
and bullets of rigid systems. HELIAX is easiest
to plan. Easiest to install. Most r '-liable.
Corrugated conductors eliminate the differential
expansion problems. Cable can be clamped directly to
tower, buried directly it earth.
Standard types and sizes u4:, to 8 ".
Communicate with Aidrew.

ANDREW CORPORATION, 10500 W. 153RD STREET, ORLAND PARK, ILLINOIS 60462, PHONE (312) 349 -3300

(Continued from page 4)

Chicago Regional Spectrum Management Center Planned For Mid -1972
Commission is moving forward with plans to open its first prototype
Regional Management Center in Chicago by the middle of 1972. Such a
center was recommended to the Commission by studies of land mobile operation undertaken by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) (see Jan., 1970
D.C.).
The Chicago region will include an area of approximately 96,000
square miles covering parts of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Ohio,
and Wisconsin.
Highly automated monitoring equipment will be employed
to determine actual frequency usage within the region, and the results
of this monitoring will be employed to improve the efficiency of use of
the spectrum.
The

All mobile licensees, including broadcast auxiliary operation such as remote
pickup stations in the region, will be handled by the Chicago center. All
licensees will be required to file a new license renewal application
during the period between July 1, 1971 and June 30, 1972.
A new "computer oriented" application form has been devised for the new licensing system.

Changes Due in EBS
In the wake of the NORAD incident on the morning of February 20, 1971, in
which the text of an actual emergency alert was transmitted over the EBS
system rather than the customary test message, the Commission is investigating the failure of most radio and television stations to respond to
the alert message.
This incident emphasizes the imperative necessity
of establishing a system less subject to human fallibility that the present
system.
We make no claim to clairvoyance, but several readers have called our
attention to our last item in "Short Circuits" for D.C. for February, 1971.

Short Circuits
An increasing number of television stations are employing precise carrier
frequency control, claiming a worthwhile reduction in co- channel interference
The Commission has proposed additional spectrum space for
broadcast auxiliary operation in the 2150 -2160 MHz band and has invited comments on more efficient utilization of the 947 -952 MHz aural STL band
The Commission has instructed translator licensees to account for all
periods of "down time"
FM and TV main studio location requirements
have been amended to require specific Commission authorization for main
studio relocation to points outside the community of license; an exception
is FM studio relocation at the AM site
An increasing number of reports
are being received of audio buzz in television receivers when VIT signals
are present; we would appreciate reports from readers.
.
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For quality in

AM transmitters...
look and listen
to Gates
BC-10H. 10 kW. Only 5 tubes. Makes
maximum use of solid state technology. Only
15.4 square feet of floor space required.
BC -5H.

5

kW. Power amplifier efficiency

approaches 90 %. Dependable ceramic type
3CX2500F3 triodes employed in modulator
and PA stages.

111

;ï,

am

VP -50. 50 kW. Lowest tube cost of any 50 kW
model. Low power consumption -only 125 kW at
100% modulation. Solid state low level circuitry.

BC -1G.1 kW. Heavy -duty 833A power amplifier
and modulator tubes. Convection cooled dummy
antenna. Power reduction to 250 watts. All
components are easily accessible.

Gates offers the ultimate in quality AM
transmitters to satisfy every broadcasting need.
For more information on these or any of our
many other AM transmitters, write today. Gates,
123 Hampshire Street, Quincy, Illinois 62301.

GATES
A DIVISION OF HARRIS -INTERTYPE
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TP -1B

Tape Cartridge
Winder

0
___

"

This rugged and dependable tape winder fills a need in every
station rising cartridge equipment. No
longer is it necessary to restrict your
cartridge operation to stock sizes, or to
tie up your conventional tape equipment
loading cartridges. The TP -1B handles all
reel sizes (up to 3600' of 1 mil tape),
winds new or old cartridges in any length.
Available with or without Spotmaster tape
timer, providing precise minute and second calibration for creating exact -length
tapes. TP -1B is $124.50, with Tape Timer
$149.50. Lubricated tape and empty cartridges are also available.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A Fllmwya Company
8810 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910

Pirate's Revenge

Closing The Big Gap
Dear Editor:
Reading Mr. Sprague's letter to
the editor (Feb. BE, Pirating Technicians), I can only assume that he
lost a highly valued employee to an
educational broadcast station, which
created a need in his mind to take
vengeance on all educational television stations, whatever, his reasons, I suggest he do a little research.
As I know it, educational television either is supported by private
contributions or is a part of a governmental agency. In the first instance, some have been supported
so lavishly that they have had to
discontinue operations; other more
fortunate stations operate on a `hand
to mouth' basis. Regarding ETV
supported by governmental agencies, the wages are rigidly controlled
by that agency, and are commensurate with the prevailing wage in that
area.
Could it be that Mr. Sprague's
station is not willing to pay the
going rate? Or could it be that the
working conditions are substandard? Maybe it was a personality
clash? Maybe the person that
changed jobs just wanted to go home
after a day's work and feel that he
had contributed something to a very
worth while endeavor, instead of
feeling
"another day-another
dollar -for the company."
I'm sure Mr. Sprague is aware of
the knowledge and training required
to become a competent broadcast
engineer. But I wonder if he knows
how much more that man could
earn as a 110V AC Duplex electrician?
In case you haven't guessed it, I
work for an ETV network: Kentucky Educational Television, the
nation's largest and greatest educational television network. I took a
two thousand dollar a year cut to
take this job just over two years
ago, after 191/2 years of commercial
television broadcast engineering.
.

The SIMEX TIME STANDARD
WWV Radio Receiver
24 -hr. no- tuning reception
6 pre -set crystal controlled freq.
Battery, or 12V current
Output jack Brushed aluminum case
Size: 4" 8" 8"
Wt. 3 lb.
Portable
Unconditionally Guaranteed

Cnnttst

attigatinn

$rfnnl

Dept. 5565.418 Canon Perdido
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93102
Please send me your Brochure describing
the Simex Time Standard.

Name
Addrese

\ ity

State
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If Mr. Sprague is willing to go
the same route, I would be delighted
to send him an application blank.
However, I feel that it's only fair to
warn Mr. Sprague that recently a
state government supported ETV
network on the East Coast folded
due to lack of funds.
Harold B. Briggs
Kentucky Education Television
600 Cooper Drive

Lexington, Kentucky 40502
Dear Editor:
The broadcast labor market is
what you make it. If your operation
has a fresh and creative attitude and
is willing to pay a fair market wage,
your company will not experience
the type of technical pirating you
have discussed.
How do you treat your technicians? Are you an empire builder
at your people's expense? Are you
willing to praise them on a job well
done? When errors are committed
by your technical people, do you
burn their tails? Or do you find out
what caused the problem, so that
you and the technician can work
together to eliminate the problem?
Men will go where they are wanted
and respected!
Many young people are pleading
for a chance to walk into your plant
and give of themselves. Yes, I said
give. If you sap their spirit and
make them feel that they are going
nowhere in your organization, then
they will leave you. You will then
probably look for the PTV boogie
man to blame YOUR problems on.
Nation -wide, public television stations are the worst payers. They
operate on 1/a the amount of capital
that is available to their commercial
brothers. Most PTV stations are
equipped with tired, worn -out equipment given to them by their benevolent local commercial Broadcasters.
When it comes to PTV governmental support, George, well I am

Card
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sorry that you are so misinformed.
We as PTV Broadcasters are on the
bottom of the Government priority
list when it comes to cash grants.
Believe me, as a group we are not
overpaid. We do more work per man
than most commercial operations.
Our management people, on the
whole, try to be fair and give us a
chance to be a part of the station
growth and help guide its direction.
It is true that we want the best
personnel in all phases of our operations. But we do not have the resources at our command to do the
type of pirating you have accused
us of.

John R. Hampson III
Broadcast Technician
WTTW /WXXW
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Editor:
I would like to comment on the
rather broad, misleading, statements
from Mr. Sprague commenting on
"Pirating Technicians" in the February issue "Letters to the Editor"
department.
Mr. Sprague seems to feel that
the ETV pay scale is out of line.
Could it be, could it just possibly
be, that the stations in his area are
the ones that are out of line? I
wonder.
As long as station owners, and
managers, consider the technician as
a necessary evil, and not part of a
team effort, and call them in, like
substitutes from the bench, when
they need some all -night maintenance, carpentry, plumbing, electrical work, etc.... done and having done their job( ?) relegate them
back to third string status, what can
they expect? Chances are any one
of these latter trades have an hourly
rate higher than that of the technician. Some managers wonder what
happened to the technician that did
not "watch the clock" and devoted
all the hours necessary to do a good
job with no thought of overtime.
suspect that a lot of these people
are moonlighting trying to make
ends meet.
If Mr. Sprague means that the
Legislature, or local governments, of
North Carolina are playing fast and
loose with the taxpayers money (I
took a $1000 per year cut in the
transition from commercial to
ETV) let him plainly say so. This
(Continued on page 10)
April,

1971

The AEL FM-25K01 15KW Trausmilier

is designed with 1971 is mind...
and 1972

and 1973

The AEL FM -25KD, 25KW Transmitter has an all new functional design
that makes meter reading easier and
operation simpler while it up -dates
your station.
We made sure that the FM -25KD was
100% right before telling you about
its designed -in quality, capabilities
and easy access cabinet, filled with
the latest in efficient and reliable

components:

end...

Full 25KW power output
Two tube design
Filament voltage control
Automatic power output corns of
Solid state control circuitry for

improved reliability
Designed for automatic operation
Solid state exciter and power
supplies
Contact AEL and we'll also tel you
all about our FM -12KD, 12KW T ansmitter.

Advanced
Equipment
Line

AMERICAN ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES,
P.O. Box 552

Lansdale, Pa. 19446 (215) 822 -2929 TWX: 5t0- 661 -4976
Circle Number 9 on Reader Reply Card
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Cable: AIIERLAB
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One

of

a

series of brief discussions

by Electro -Voice engineers

"bonanza" has provided a cost of
living pay raise or less than 4 percent in the last two years, while the
cost of living has increased 12 percent or more. This "bonanza" pays
less than the going rate in the larger

ENTER
THE

LASER
THOMAS LININGER

Microphone
Project Engineer

singular light seems on the threshold of a
major contribution to audio transducer design.
This light is the laser, and its unique properties are opening up new techniques for the
development of many audio products.
A

laser beam is a very special kind of light.
It can he described as a monochromatic coherent light source. This means it is a single
frequency (wave length) with all parts of the
beam in strict phase relationship, compared
to the broad bandwidth and random phase
A

relationship of ordinary light.

By a special technique developed at the Cooley
Electronic Laboratory of the University of
Michigan, laser beams can be used to "see"
vibration. Movement as small as a fraction
of the wave length of the light being used can
be revealed. This technique is known as holographic interferometry, E -V engineers recognized the potential importance of this research as applied to audio products, and the
company supported further study. Thus E -V
is now able to analyze the motion of such

things as microphone or speaker diaphragms
without interfering with their operation.

Using the laser, the engineer can see whether
the diaphragm is operating as a piston, or
whether it is simpltaneously vibrating in
more than one mode. I3e can locate the nodal
points of the diaphragm at any specific frequency, and observe as they shift with changing frequency.

The precision afforded by the laser permits
the measurement of the amplitude of vibration at any point on the diaphragm, in comparison with other parts of the moving surface. In this respect it is a vast improvement
over prior art.
While it would be impossible to explain the
operation of the laser in this brief discussion,
basically a hologram of the face of the diaphragm is made, using a CO2 continuous gas
laser with the unit at rest. A second hologram is made through the first, with the
diaphragm driven at the desired frequnecy.
Finally, a photograph is taken of the interference patterns displayed as a result of slight
image resplacement between the two holo-

grams.

The laser and the hologram hold out great
promise as unique new tools for basic investigation into all kinds of audio transducers.
Study of the first photographs reveals aspects
of diaphragm behavior impossible to reveal
by any other method. Further discussions in
this column will detail some of the findings
of these new techniques.

For reprints of other discussions in this serles,
or technical data on any E-V product, write:
ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Dept. 413V
638 Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107

gkereracc,
A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES,
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cities. This "bonanza" pays no
overtime, ever. This "bonanza" requires the individual to pay for
some necessary items out of his
pocket and wait thirty days or more

for reimbursement. This organization that "lacks good business practice" probably paid less for its
equipment, item by item, than did
Mr. Sprague's. This organization
that "lacks good business practice"
does treat its technicians with respect and consideration, does provide a participating retirement program, does provides regular and sick
leave, and does recognize technicians as part of a team effort.
Mr. Sprague if you provide the
technician with fair pay, a sense of
being part of the team, recognition
that he is an individual just as sensitive to his treatment as the fairest
"prima donna" in the production
department (would you ask him to
unclog the commode ?), you will
have a willing worker that will give
you more than your money's worth
even, even, if it is somewhat less
than another station pays. If ETV
has pirated some of your people who
worry only about pay then you are
in our debt as we have surely done
you a favor. Believe it or not we
have trained more than a few that
have left this "bonanza" to seek
higher pay at commercial stations,
so you see it is a two way street.
By the way, Georgia State employees do pay taxes also, and some
of us do like to feel we are contributing, at least in some small
way, to furthering education in our
State.
Wallace T. Lynch, CE
WDCO -TV

Cochran, Ga.

Open Letter
Defense Commissioner Wells
Federal Communications
Commission
Washington, D.C.
Dear Sir:
I am writing (you) concerning
the recent false alert Saturday, February 20, 1971. Most stations did

not go off the air which has caused
great concern among broadcasters
and others, should there be a real
alert. We normally have a newsman in our news room at 9:30 a.m.
on Saturday mornings, but he happened to be out of the news room
at the time the alert came over
the wire. Our other method, off the
air monitoring of the primary EBS
station for Western North Carolina,
did not work. I do not know why
they did not sound the attention
signal, perhaps their reason was
similar to ours.
At other times, if a real alert
came over, we would not be informed of it. For example, our
station is the only 24 -hour a day
station in Western North Carolina.
Should an alert come over after
midnight, we would not receive the
alert, because we operate the 12
midnight to 5 a.m. show from our
transmitter studio, and the primary
station, WWNC, is off the air. We
do not have a teletype machine at
the transmitter.
At any rate, I feel this false alert
demonstrates the system has flaws.
All the stations receiving the message should have, without question,
gone off the air. Since they did not,
I feel what 1 propose below should
be considered.
Most stations have either a teletype or network service. A simple
alerting device, similar to the CBS
Net alert system, should be connected to either the wire or the
network, that would be activated in
the event of a test or emergency.
When the alerting device, which
would be installed at all broadcast
operating positions, went off, the
operator on duty could either go
to the wire or monitor the network
line for the nature of the alert. For
small or educational stations not
having a wire service or network
line, a line would have to be run
to the nearest point where any network appeared for the sole purpose
of the EBS system. Verification
lists similar to the present system
used for the teletype alert could
he worked out for this system.
In summary, it is obvious that
the system could possibly fail in an
actual crisis. My suggestions are a
simple attempt to solve the alerting
problem.
N. Eric Jorgensen
Basic Media, Ltd.
WISE Radio Station

Card
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Educational Station
Needs Air Material
Dear Editor:
The South Dakota School of
Mines will soon have an Educational FM radio station on the air
at 88.1 MHz. At the present time
we are awaiting FCC approval of
our call letters. However, we are
already in the process of building
up a library of broadcast material
so we may present a full program
schedule when we go on the air
next month.
Do you, or any of your readers,
know of any free or low cost material that we might be able to use
on our station? We will be serving
an area of about 60,000 people and
will try to be of service to both
the academic community and general public.
Any information would be greatly
appreciated.
Gary C. Brown
Vice President
Tech Edu. Radio Council
Rapid City, S.D. 57701

If you want a
tube distributor
who knows your business,
give it 10 him.

Station Searching For
Instruction Manual
Dear Editor:
Recently we acquired a FotoVideo Model V -7 TV Sync Generator, Serial Number 142. We did not
receive an instruction manual with
this unit and attempts to contact
Foto -Video have not brought any
results. Apparently the company no
longer exists.
We are trying to train students in
Broadcast Engineering and so far,
we have a TV transmitter and TK15 camera, but of course, without
a sync generator, we cannot proceed.
We would appreciate any help
your readers can give to us.
LeMar Van Heuveln
Electronics Division
Southern State College
Springfield, S.D. 57062

He's your RCA Broadcast Tube Distributor.
Noi in tubes for all broadcasting applications.
power tubes, for example, brand
preference studies by leading e ectronic publications have listed RCA
as the first choice of professional
designers year after year!
Inventory. The widest. Po.ver
tubes, rectifiers, vidicons, image
orthicons. Think of his establ shment as your tube warehouse. For
all practical purposes, that's what

What made him No. 1? Emergency service is one reason. It's
like money in the bank.
For example:
You're on the air. It's late, a tube
fails. You're low on replacements.
Too low for comfort. So you call
your RCA Broadcast Tube Distributor. To keep you on the air, he'll
get out of bed to fill your order!
There are more reasons.
Experience. He talks your language, knows your needs. Some of
our distributors have been in the
business of supplying
broadcasters for as long
as we have -40 years!

Engineering service.
line" to
RCA's Field Engineers.
Call him any time you

In

it is!

Need more reasons? Call y pur
local RCA Broadcast Tube Disfr outor. For starters, ask him for the
new 1971 Guide to FCA
1971;
Industrial Tube Products,
Guide
or write: RCA Electr_nic
Components, Comnercial Engineering, Dept.

He has a "hot

SEND YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

to
Broadcast Engineering
1014 Wyandotte
Kansas City, Mo. 64105

RCA

Industrial Tube
Product Guide

need their services. Call
even if you need help in

servicing our competi-

tor's equipment!
Quality. You know the
story. He stocks the finest.

phones.
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Only one of them has
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and the
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Relocation Rules Amended
FM and TV rules have been
amended by the Commission to
conform requirement for prior Cornmission approval for main studio
moves in most respects.
The amended rules require specific Commission authorization for relocation of all FM and TV main
studios to points outside the community of license (including a
change from one location to another
outside the community) except for
FM main studio relocation at the
AM main studio site, in the case of
commonly -owned AM -FM stations
licensed to serve the same community.

and the
ZIG -ZAG

Plus
HIGH PERFORMANCE
LOGS

Plus
BUDGET -PRICED VAGIS

Plus
ALL -ENVIRONMENT
VAGIS

Plus
RUGGED CORNER
REFLECTORS
Rely on RF engineering
competence. Write or call

our commercial division.

RF

SYSTEMS,
INC.

155 King Street
Cohasset, Mass. 02025
Telephone: (617) 383 -1200
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Only prompt Commission notification will be required for such FM
moves, and for FM and TV main
studio relocation within the community of license or from a place outside the community to another
within the community.
The amendments to Parts
and
73 change authorization requirements for TV main studio removal
only to eliminate the implication
that Commission approval is needed
for a move from a location outside
the community of license to another
within it. The amendments clarify
and change the authorization requirements to require specific approval for FM main studio relocation outside the community of
license except when the change is to
the main studio location of a commonly -owned AM station licensed
to the same community.
The FM rules have not required
prior Commission authority for
main studio relocation at the transmitter site outside the community
of license unless the site was in another community. The Commission
is not amending the AM rules
(which do not require Commission
authorization for main studio relocation at the transmitter site outside
the principal community).
Technical considerations governing AM transmitter site selection
1

usually require AM sites to be in
close proximity with the community
of license.
The Commission said that it is
not requiring specific authorization
for FM relocation at the AM main
studio site of commonly -owned
AM -FM stations licensed to serve
the same principal community since
the AM location could be presumed
to comply with the rules. However,
where commonly -owned AM and
FM stations in the same area have
different communities of license, the
Commission stated that it will give
prior consideration to proposed FM
studio relocation at the AM transmitter site in relation to the FM
station's community of license.
The new rules specify that a main
studio may be located outside the
principal community to be served
where an adequate showing is made.
No relocation of the main studio to
a place outside the principal community, will be permitted without
the licensee's first securing a modification of construction permit or
license.
Prompt notification to the Commission is required for move of the
FM main studio to the main studio
site of a commonly -owned AM station licensed to the same community. FCC Form 301 is to be used
for applications.
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It will not be necessary to obtain
Commission authorization to relocate a main FM or TV studio within
the principal community to be
served, or to move the main studio
from outside the community to a
place within it, but the licensee is
required to notify the Commission
promptly of the relocation.
The Commission pointed out that
it is not the intent of the new FM

rules, which require prior authorization for studio moves outside the

principal community, including
those to the transmitter site, to discourage or forbid such moves in the
future if they do not defeat the intent and purposes of the rules.
Moves will be permitted "where an
adequate showing is made that good
cause exists," the Commission said.

Iwo
Fairchild

3Ohffl
Community Problems
Primer Adopted
By Commission
A Primer on the ascertainment
of community problems for use by
specified broadcast applicants in
preparing Part I of Section IV-A
(radio) or IV-B (television) of the
application forms has been adopted
by the FCC.
Applicants for new facilities, certain major changes in authorized
facilities, and proposed assignees
and transferees will be required to
comply with the standards set out
in the Primer. In addition, the
Primer will be used on an interim
basis by renewal applicants, the
Commission said.
Copies of the Primer will be
available at the Commission, 1919
M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20554, and will be sent to renewal
applicants during the interim period,
along with the renewal application

forms and other material.
The Commission indicated that
applicants in pending hearing cases
will be permitted to amend Section
IV -A or IV -B of their applications
within 90 days to comply with the
Primer. Applications which have
not been designated for hearing may
be amended as a matter of right
prior to designation.
The Primer adopted is much the
same as that proposed in December
1969, in Docket 18774, with revisions in light of the comments filed
by broadcasters, public groups and
professional research organizations.
It provides that the applicants subject to its provisions must submit a
showing as to the composition of
the community for which they are
applying, of contacts with leaders
of the significant groups in the community, and of the broadcast matter
to be presented to meet the community problems as determined
through this process. Contacts with
members of the general public are
also required, the Commission said.

AfflpIiIìers in Om Car
Save space, save money, and get higher
output level all from one Fairchild
Model 692LA/30 Dual Line Amplifier lard!

FEATURES:
Continuous output 30dbm into 600 oins.
Distortion: less than 0.2% 50 to 15,0C ) Hz
0.5% 30 to 20,OC) Hz
Low noise
Gain: 55 db (variable)

Bridging input: (10K)
Output impedance: 10 ohms
Power requirements: 48 volts at 55
each amplifier (quiescent 15 ma)
Two amplifiers on 31" x 5" card

man

Price: $110

Another INTEGRA II Product from FAIRCHILD!
For complete details write today to:

FAIRCHILD
Sound Equipment Corp.

10 -40 45th

Avenue, L.I. C. N.Y. 111)1
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SOLD EXCLUSIVEL r
TO BROADCASTER
Printed circuits this big? They are at least in one stage of their
production. This shot shows the preparation of the master for
photography at Westinghouse.
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Background
music's
"markets of
tomorrow"
are within
your reach
today.

NIAC Recommendation

EAN Takes New Route
Temporary procedures designed
to avoid erroneous Emergency Action Notification (EAN) on the
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS)
have been recommended by working Group I of the National Industry Advisory Committee (NIAC).
Under the new procedures, the
Associated Press New York office
and the United Press International
Chicago office, which previously
had been transit points for transmission of EBS test announcements,
will now receive the test announcements at their broadcast news desks
and relay them through their regular
switching systems only after they
have been authenticated. The procedure became effective February
27, 1971, and requires no change in
station routines.
The EBS provides for communication in time of war, grave national

Here's how you
can tune them
in -with

Permadyne's
SCA receivers.

There ought to be a way to extend your
coverage to storecasting's "markets of
tomorrow's going up where cornfields
used to stand.
There ought to be, and now there iswith Permadyne's new solid -state SCA
receiver.
Permadyne's receiver makes it easy,
economical -and immediately profitable
-to extend your background music
service to the new growth areas your
present signal doesn't reach- before your
competition does.
No changes in your present transmission equipment are required to achieve
this longer reach. And your modest investment of $120.00 per receiver pays
for itself in additional billing within
months.
To make this profitable investment
simply mail this coupon or your purchase
order to Permadyne. Or call Gerry Lundt
at (312) 525 -5559 for fast answers to
any questions you may have. Do it today.
Yotir new markets are waiting, and your
competition won't.

PERMADYNE
Electronics Corporation
Serving electronically for over

25

years

BE -171
Permadyne
2929 North Southport, Chicago, Ill. 60657
Permadyne SCA receivers
Please ship
at $120.00 per receiver, F.O.B. Chicago, to:

(COMPANY)
(ADDRESS)
ZIP
STATE
CITY
Please send complete information for
our consideration.
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emergency, disaster and threats to
public safety. It is completely voluntary and is maintained by broadcast stations, networks and other
non -Government communications
services.
Under emergency notification
procedures, the Associated Press
and United Press International alert
subscribing broadcast stations; networks inform their affiliates by internal communication facilities, and
specified broadcast stations obtain
information by off -the-air monitoring. All are required to maintain
receiving equipment for Emergency
Action Notifications.
The FCC supervises emergency
communications systems and is assisted in its work by NIAC. Special
NIAC working groups are assigned
to make specific studies of emergency communications problems.

NAB Wants CATV Panel Reps
The National Association of
Broadcasters recently informed the
Federal Communications Commission that it wishes to designate four
broadcast representatives to serve
on panels set up to study various
aspects of community antenna television systems.
Each would serve on one of four
panels organized by the FCC. The
panels first met on March 11.
The NAB representatives and
topics of the separate panels are:
Dale G. Moore, president,
KGVO -TV, Missoula, Mont., chairman of NAB's Secondary Market
Television Committee. Possible benefits and detriments of CATV operation in markets below the top 100.
Jack Harris, president, KPRCTV, Houston, Tex., a member of
NAB's Future of Broadcasting Committee. CATV operation in the top
100 markets.
A communications attorney. Various subjects relative to the directions in which CATV should be
headed.
Paul B. Comstock, NAB executive vice president for government

relations. Commercial switching,
funding for the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting and an appropriate copyright settlement.

Comments Time
Extended For
Docket 18179
In response to requests by nine
television producers for extension of
time to file comments and reply
comments in the proceeding involving the proposed amendment of Part
73 of the rules regarding the availability of television programs produced by non -network suppliers to
commercial television stations and
CATV systems, the FCC has extended the time for filing comments
to May 3, 1971 from March 3,
1971, and for reply comments to
June 3, 1971 from April 5, 1971.
(Docket 18179).
In their petition, the producers
requested a four month extension
stating that because of the complexity of the matter they would not be

Card
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able to present meaningful cornments within the March and April
deadlines.
The Commission stated that while
it appreciated the desire of the
group for additional time to prepare its factual data, in its Notice
of Proposed Rule Making (adopted
January 13, 1971) it had stressed
the need for reaching "an expeditious decision" and therefore it was
necessary to strike "a balance between competing considerations." In
granting the two -month extension
the Commission said that "interested
parties will simply have to submit
as detailed studies as this time period will permit."
The nine producers are: Allied
Artists Pictures Corp.; Columbia
Pictures Industries (and its wholly
owned subsidiary, Screen Gems,
Inc.; Independent Television Corp.;
Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer, Inc.; Metromedia Producers Corporation;
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corporation; United Artists Corporation;
and Warner Bros. Inc.
Action by the Commission February 25, 1971. Commissioners
Burch (Chairman), Robert E. Lee,
Johnson, H. Rex Lee, Wells and
Houser with Commissioner Bartley
dissenting.

New Translator
Renewal Forms
Now Available
New application

forms (Form
348) for renewal of translator station licenses, revised in October
1970, recently became available for
public distribution. These forms require that translator station permit tees and licensees report periods of
inoperation, whatever the reasons
for such inoperation. Often, new
permittees and licensees are not
aware of the fact that they must,
ultimately, account for "down time"
and they have not kept a record of
station outages.
Although the rules do not require
that translator station permittees and
licensees maintain operating logs, a
record of periods of inoperation
should be kept, on a voluntary basis
in order to provide the permittees
and licensees with the information
which they will need to furnish in
their applications for renewal of
their licenses.

GOOD

SOUND
BUSINESS
Check these
low prices
on new or reconditioned Ampex or Scully Heads
Three new heads installed in your Ampex
head assembly for only $97.50. Or, your
3 heads reconditioned, wear permitting, in
your Ampex or Scully 3 -head assembly.
This will give you continuing service as
good as new. Taber heads offer these advantages:

Taber also offers four
new heads for your
Ampex VTR audio assembly for only $310.

Meet, or better, original specifications
Assembly returned promptly
Loaner assemblies available if needed.

Send for our free
brochure today.

Call or

write:

TA B E R

MANUFACTURING AND
ENGINEERING COMPANY

TABER IS THE NATIONAL

DISTRIBUTOR OF

OAKLAND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
2365
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94614

STL TEST TAPES

P. O. BOX

PHONE: (415) 635 -3832

SHIPPING ADDRESS: 2081 EDISON AVE.
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STEREO IN STYLE

No job is too big or too small! The function and styling of the
new AS -30B stereo audio console are exclusive in its price
range. Rugged cast Metal construction and special pots for
longer life mean superior quality. Delicate pin- striping and thz
gleam of spun aluminum really set it off.
And, it's feature -loaded. Fast pushbutton controls, auxiliary
switches and much more come standard.
Write or call for the whole AS -30B story.
$795

= ' ABTA

ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

95828 (916) 383 -5353
14616 SOUTHLAWN LANE, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20850 (3011 424 -2920
5851 FLORIN -PERKINS ROAD, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
A

DIJISION OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT. CORPOFATION

(Continued on page 16)
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so you post a
tow thousand

listeners...
Goodbye advertisers and profits. Just because your
control equipment was a little inaccurate, your program
wasn't its level -best. Belar Broadcast equipment lets
our
you keep your program where it should be
peak limiter and mod minder give you a level
start ... our AM, FM, and TV XMTR
Monitors tell you exactly what's
happening at the transmitter. With Belar.
your engineers can spot and correct
before
trouble before it's audible
you lose your audience And profit.
Belar precision instruments
no additional
are complete
calibrators are ever needed.
For information call
Arno Meyer at

-

-

-

(215) 789 -0550,

or write:

Translator station permittees and
licensees are also reminded that the
rules require that they report to the
Engineer in Charge of the radio district in which the station is located
any period of inoperation for 10
days or more.

Radio Station KFTW
Has Established
Broadcast School
The management of Radio Station KFTW has announced the
establishment of a radio broadcasting school. The name of the school
is KFTW School of Radio Broadcasting Experience.
Unlike most schools that teach
radio broadcasting by correspondence or with simulated studio equipment, KFTW will actually give the
students experience by allowing
them to broadcast on the air.
The management of KFTW feels
there is no substitute for experience
and have established one of the most
unique broadcasting schools in the
United States. Classes will be held
for three month periods. Upon grad-

uation students will have three
months experience and will have
Third Class License with Broadcast
Endorsement from the Federal
Communications Commission.
The school will begin classes June
first with the charter enrollment.
Because students will receive onthe -air experience only a small,
limited number of students will be
accepted for each class.
KFTW Radio Station and School
are owned by Robert F. Neathery,
a multi- station owner and CATV
Operator of West Plains, Missouri.
John W. Billingsley is General Manager of the station and school.

B ELAR

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC., Dept. BE -41
Box 83, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania 19084
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With "Reservations"

NAB Backs Operator Rules
The National Association of
Broadcasters has endorsed proposed
Federal Communications Commission rules covering operator requirements for radio stations, but it
has "severe reservations" to some
portions.
The NAB said it is "in full accord
with the Commission's efforts to review the present operator requirements and provide a workable
solution to eliminate many of the
present restrictive requirements."
However, the Association pointed
out that many of the requirements
"are overly restrictive and do not
truly reflect today's state of the art
or the technological advances which
have taken place in recent years."
NAB said it agrees with the Commission that at least one first -class
license holder be a full -time employee at stations utilizing directional antenna systems. However, it
said contractual or "backup" license
holders should not be required.
NAB said the employment and
utilization of additional manpower
is the responsibility of the licensee
and "should be of little interest to
the Commission."

The Association also said the
need for a first -class license holder
to be on duty when the station begins directional operation or changes
from one directional pattern to another "serves no useful purpose."
NAB said that with adequate
maintenance and periodic inspection, "the incidents of directional
antenna switching or component
failures at the time of activation are
rare indeed and could be relegated
to the freak accident category."
Another objection is the proposal
that a first -class license holder read
and countersign the previous day's
operating log within one -half hour
of sign -on unless a first -class operator was on duty at sign -off.
NAB said a third -class license
holder should be responsible for the
routine operation of the transmitter
and its associated directional antenna system.
It said that "in the event a variation from the established tolerance
takes place or an out -of-tolerance
condition prevails, the first -class
license holder must be immediately
notified and remedial action taken."

FCC Renewal Guidelines Available
The Commission has adopted a
Primer to clarify and provide guidelines to its requirements and policies
applicable to certain broadcast applicants in answering Part I of Section IV-A or IV -B on ascertainment
of community problems.
This Primer is to be used by all
renewal applicants until such time
as the Commission finalizes its
Notice of Proposed Rule Making
relating only to commercial television licenses issued in Docket No.
19153.
The Proposed Rule Making issued in Docket No. 19153 among

Want A Free
Subscription?
Send Requests To
Broadcast Engineering
1014 Wyandotte Street
Kansas City, Mo. 64105

other things would require cornmercial television licensees to submit an annual report listing what
they consider to be the most significant problems and needs of their
service area during the preceding 12
months and listing the programs
televised during that period that
dealt with those problems and
needs.
The Commission intends to consider the merits of proposing for
commercial radio these or other new
or additional methods on reporting
of ascertainment procedures and the
stations response to community
problems and needs.
Therefore, until such time as the
Commission finalizes the Proposed
Rule Making in Docket No. 19153
and /or modifies Part I of Section
IV -A, all commercial renewal applicants will use the Primer adopted
in February.
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AM RF
AMPLIFIER
Drives any modulation and frequency monitor
High RF output: 3 watts @
100% modulation
-. 10 kHz
RF Passband flat
RF Selectivity -50 dB @ ±
40 kHz
Carrier -fail alarms
High quality AF output

Write for complete details
of Model RFA -3

NATIONAL ELECTROLAB
P.O. Box 68, Blaine, Wash. 98: 30
In

Canada
1130 E. 7th Ave.,

Vancouver 12, B.C.
Telephone (604) 879 -9161
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An Oatstandin

5 KW AM

Transmitter..

CCA AM 5000D

For reliability, economy and
a high fidelity sound, tha CA
AM 5000D is unsurpa. sed.
Contact your CCA repres tative or, better yet,
ask
your "Good Sounding" f low
broadcaster.

-

CCA ELECTRONICS C
GLOUCESTER CITY,
(609)- 456 -1716
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TV modulator circuits
Television modulators are used
CATV systems as a primary
broadcast transmitter or as the
transmitter of a repeater system. Of
course its output feeds into the
cable system instead of a radiating
antenna. To enable it to provide
high quality television pictures and
sound, a TV modulator must approach or meet broadcast standards.
When used as the transmitter of
a repeater system, a TV modulator
is connected back -to -back to a TV
demodulator (a TV receiver without picture tube circuitry) as shown
in Figure 1. The TV demodulator
delivers the intercepted and demodulated video signal to the TV modulator, and also the accompanying
sound as a 4.5 MHz FM signal
(undemodulated).
At a head end, several TV demodulators and TV modulators can
be used for pickup, conditioning
and retransmission of off -the -air TV
programs, and perform the functions of the channel -translating type
of single -channel head end amplifiers. Each TV modulator operates
on a different channel.
To transmit locally originated
programs (LOP) over a CATV
system, both video and audio signals are fed into a TV modulator
which functions as a combination
visual -aural transmitter. In a very
simple LOP system, the video output of a vidicon camera (with internal sync generator) and the audio
output of a microphone (through a
pre -amplifier) would be fed directly
to the TV modulator, as shown in
Figure 2.
In a more elaborate system, the
TV modulator would be fed by the
video and audio systems of the LOP
studio.
To discuss the circuitry of all of
the TV modulators on the market
would require more space than is
available. Therefore, much of the
discussion here is based on an
analysis of the manual for the one
in

*BE CATV Editor and President of
& Associates, New York City.
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DITCH WITCH

THE NEW

71...

A40

of the popular units.

A TV modulator can usually be
equipped to operate on any of the
VHF television channels (2 -13) and
is designed to feed both the visual
and aural carriers into a single 75ohm unbalanced line.
The maximum visual RF signal
output capability is specified by one
manufacturer is +56 dBmv; aural
is +46 dBmv. For video, the input
level is 0.6 volt peak -to-peak for
87.5 percent modulation, and for
audio -10 dBm level will produce
100 percent modulation. Audio frequency response is rated at 5015,000 Hz with standard 75- microsecond preemphasis.
Both the visual and audio carriers, in this particular TV modulator, are generated by a single
crystal controlled oscillator whose
output frequency is multiplied and
fed to a splitting network, as shown
in Figure 3, on which Channel 2
frequencies are noted as an example.
The signal branches out to an
unbalanced modulator where it is
amplitude -modulated by the video
signal. The signal also branches out
to a balanced modulator to which
is also fed the 4.5 -MHz FM aural
signal.

The balanced modulator develops
two sidebands, one 4.5 MHz above
and the other 4.5 MHz below the
carrier frequency. The unwanted
lower sideband is filtered out and
the carrier signal is balanced out

(suppressed).
The video carrier frequency is
determined by the crystal and the
audio carrier (4.5 -MHz upper side band) is obtained by heterodyning.
Thus, only one frequency controlling element is required for stabilizing both carriers. The rated visual
carrier frequency stability is rated
at ±0.005 percent at room temperature, and the aural center frequency is held to within 1 kHz of
the visual carrier frequency.
When used in LOP applications,
the audio signal is fed to an FM
exciter whose 4.5 -MHz output signal is fed to a balanced modulator,
April, 1971

Power, Maneuverability...
plus Unmatched Versatility

...

"Mr. Versatility" of the trenching In
THE NEW DITCH WITCH R40
dustry. You get a choice of single, double, or offset digging booms
front- or rear -mounted vibratory plow, a new hydraulic boring attachment
a newly- designed front- or rear -mounted backhoe, and a revolutionary
selective front or rear power steering. A 37-HP air
design option
cooled engine provides the power to trench up to 2,000 FPH at depths.
to 6', widths to 12 ". Operator can vary the hydraulic travel speed n
dependently of the four mechanically -selective digging chain speeds
plus reverse, to tackle all trenching situations. Other design advantages include four -wheel drive for traction and maneuverability, un
matched operator convenience and safety, superior visibility and easy
maintenance. The Ditch Witch R40 provides the power of a big machinc
and the maneuverability of a compact. Your Ditch Witch Professional it
ready to demonstrate for you today. Just name the time and place!

-

fèioq,a1S

Division of
Charles Machine Works. Inc.
100 Ash Street, Perry, Oklahoma 73077

New Front- or Rear- Mounted Vibratory PL

A

A

Selective Front or Rear Power Steering

Full Line of Professional Trenching Equipment From
Circle Number 20 on Reader Reply Card
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as previously shown in Figure 3.

When used for retransmitting offthe -air TV programs, the arrangement shown in Figure 4 is employed. (The video amplifier and
visual transmitter circuits are not
shown in this diagram since they
are the same as in Figure 3.)
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simplified schematic

modulator.

t

AF

is a

of the two modulators. The output
of the unbalanced modulator is a
double sideband AM signal (including the carrier) carrying the video
information. In the balanced modulator, the 4.5 MHz FM signal is
heterodyned with the 51.25 MHz
unmodulated carrier signal (at Channel 2 to cite an example), and two
sideband signals, one at 55.25 MHz
(upper) and one at 46.75 MHz
(lower) are produced. The carrier
is suppressed by the balanced

Both the video signal and the
accompanying 4.5 -MHz FM sound
signal are fed simultaneously to a
separation filter whose circuitry is
given in Figure 5. The extracted
video signal is fed to the video
amplifier (not shown in Figure 4)
and the 4.5 -MHz FM sound signal

In lieu of the single -oscillator
technique discussed here, the visual
and aural carriers can be generated
and modulated separately, as shown
in Figure 7. Here oscillator 1 generates the visual carrier at the channel frequency (or at a lower frequency which is multiplied). This
signal is fed to the amplitude modulator to which is also fed the video
signal. The resulting AM signal is
amplified and fed to the cable system through a combining network.
Oscillator 2 generates the aural
carrier signal. Its constant frequency
output can be fed to a phase modulator as shown. Or, the oscillator
can be directly modulated by a
varactor diode (varicap). The resulting FM signal is multiplied to
the channel frequency and is then
fed through an RF amplifier and
the combining network to the cable
system.
In the single -oscillator technique
(Figure 3) in which two FM aural
signals are produced by the balanced modulator (4.5 MHz above
and below the visual carrier frequency), one is suppressed by tuned
circuits in the RF amplifier. This is
not necessary in the case of the
(Continued on page 63)
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Planned
non- obsolescence.
Sylvania's CATV transmission equipment doesn't go
out of date.
Its modular design makes sure of that.
You can start out with our 50 -to -270 MHz wide spectrum trunk amplifier. When required, you can add
total automatic control and bridging amplifiers. An
extra -service module can be added to give sub -VHF for
bi- directional or long -haul low -loss transmission, band
multiplexing, or fault reporting.
In addition, we've got a complete line of other
distribution equipment, including a family of

Circle Nlerrber

line amplifiers, directional coupler multi -taps. and
other outdoor passive devices.
All outdoor equipment is housed in rugged cast aluminum housings with total environmental seal and
electromagnetic interference protection.
Sylvania CATV equipment has the future designed
in, so you'll never have to design us out.
Sylvania Electronic Components, Seneca Falls. New
York 13148.
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The color mobile van

Serving the public interest
By Donald L. Balcom and

Donald

F.

DeGroot*

WWJ -TV chose the occasion of
last summer's 1970 Power Boat
Regatta to inaugurate live, direct from- the-scene color coverage from
its newly outfitted mobile color
studio. The initial colorcast covered
six separate races in the Power Boat
Regatta, largest inboard racing
event of the year, including final
*Balcom is the CE and DeGroot the
Detroit.
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GM

at WW1,

heats of the 5- Liter, 7- Liter, and
Ski Runabout classes.
In addition, WWJ -TV presented
the special U.S. Steel 10-mile Grand
Prix Invitational Race for 5- Liter,
7 -Liter and European 900-Kilogram
class hydroplanes.
Three PE 250 GE color cameras
were positioned along the mile -andtwo- thirds course on Ford Lake
near Ypsilanti, Michigan. One camera was mounted atop the mobile
color studio, which until its recent
conversion to color could provide
black and white coverage only. The

other cameras were spaced out so
as to offer the director a choice of
pictures from any part of the course.
Sportscasters Al Ackerman and
Don Kremer gave lap -by -lap coverage as well as background features
and interviews during the two -hour
Sunday afternoon telecast. The result was a colorful, fast -moving presentation which captured not only
race action itself but also the
charged atmosphere surrounding this
big -time power boat regatta.
Detroit -area viewers are delighted
with WWJ -TV's new dimension in
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Rg. 2 The interior of the mobile unit boas:s an except onally large opera :ii area.
Producer, director and technicians work in comfor. even during day -long taping
and telecasting sessions.

Fig.

1

WWJ -TV's color mobile van is a

regular visitor to the Detroit Zoo as the
station videotapes its weekly "At The
Zoo" series.

Fig. 3 The conversion
from black and white
to color mobile facilities was supervised by
Ned May, WWJ - -V fa-

cilities super isor.
Here he tries the unit's
VR 1200B vide'_tape

machine.

local coverage of special events, and
advertisers, including U.S. Steel,
which sponsored the Power Boat
Regatta, are enthusiastic.
WWJ -TV is also utilizing its
color mobile studio on a regular
basis to videotape its weekly "At
the Zoo" program.
This series is both entertaining
and educational. Animals are shown
in their "natural" settings at the
Detroit Zoological Park, with Zoo
officials describing their habits and
habitats to host Sonny Eliot. The
format requires several different loApril, 1971
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Automatic broadcast
color camera for field and studio
You can pull our new Chroma Ill off
its studio tripod and take it to the

sun -baked stadium or the wind chilled ski slopes without making an
adjustment. It's the most flexible
and the least temperamental
camera you've ever known.
Chroma Ill converts instantly to any
operating mode. In the field it gives
you full NTSC capability as a single
unit, using standard coax. Change
the cable and switch over to studio
CCU, and it's back in multiple- camera
operation.
Chroma Ill also lets you forget about
temperature extremes, line voltage
variations, daily re- registration, and
other usual set -up adjustments.

-

This, in brief, is Chroma Ill:

Excellent colorimetry- through

the most efficient, most color-faithful
prism optics ever built for a color

camera

-the result

of computer-

aided design.

Pushbutton set -up
does it in seconds.

-

Ultra- stable color encoder- digital phase -shift circuitry and 50 dB
carrier rejection under all environmental extremes.

Pushbutton white /black set -

instantaneously sets video level, pedestal level and color balance.
Automatic servo iris -with provision for Local and remote override.
Built -in digital sync generator
for self- contained operation.

shading -

Pushbutton digital
establishes exact shading corrections.
We've made the camera that our
experience and field research have
told us you want. These features just
begin to tell the story -but we think
you'll agree it's a great beginning.

Write today for our
six -page Chroma Ill brochure.
41)

*.

ti

one man

Hands -off registration

- main-

tained automatically through precise,
feedback -stabilized width / linearity /
centering circuits.

Built -in full- screen video level
monitoring- reads directly in IEEE
units.

T

0

M

.

P.O. Box 15068, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

Phone: 801- 487 -5399
April,
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Fig. 4 Retention of studio
production facilities was
a
"must" according to
the remote color conversion plan finally adopted.
This is the control room
of Studio A, one of four
WWJ -TV permanent studios.

cation shots during each half -hour
program. WWJ -TV's color mobile
studio with its complement of three
cameras and videotape facilities has
proved ideally suited to the demands.
Other events colorcast recently
include the famous J. L. Hudson
Thanksgiving Parade, a special Detroit Symphony Orchestra Christmas
Concert from Ford Auditorium and
Christmas Eve Mass from Detroit's
Blessed Sacrament Cathedral.

Serving The Public
WWJ -TV's new all -color mobile
unit is a natural outgrowth of our
all -color studio facilities, and a vital
means of broadening the scope of
our service to the community and
to our advertisers.
Television has always been at its
unique best when communicating
live and direct some on -going event.
Today, that formula must include
color because nothing less than this
added dimension of realism is acceptable in top quality video. WWJ TV is Detroit's first color station
and we are eager to maintain our
number one technological ranking.
Until recently however, the lack
of a mobile color capability has
limited some areas of our programming. But with this new equipment
our program planners automatically
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give consideration to a wide range
of sports, exhibitions and remote
programs of all kinds that formerly
were ruled out.
There are many important pro-

gramming opportunities apart from
sports and so- called special events
that can be telecast live and direct.
Most of the sophisticated video effects control available in our studio
control rooms are available in our
mobile unit, which means that we
can produce almost any kind of
show on location.
In the case of regularly scheduled
shows, there is an added factor of
economy in that it frequently is
possible to videotape several complete episodes during one session at
the remote location, thereby cutting
production costs per episode.
There are overall values too. Several productions heretofore shot on
color film at remote locations are
now videotaped by the mobile unit
with a notable improvement in both
video and audio quality.

Advertising

Uses

Advertisers have indicated a
growing interest in documentaries
and special programs closely related
to the community, and in this area
the all -color mobile unit with its
studio quality equipment is an invaluable extension of our produc-

tion facilities. We are also generating new interest in locally produced
commercials which employ the mobile unit to make use of local backgrounds for various campaigns.
In fact, we hope to stimulate
more agencies and advertisers to
creatively use the television medium. By producing TV tape commercials with our mobile color
studio, we can provide proof of the
results and afford an opportunity
to perfect the commercial. Videotape also provides an assured high
level of commercial production
quality.
In addition to its many obvious
advantages in our own operations,
this unit has attracted network and
other outside programmers who
have requested information regarding the leasing of this equipment for
sports and other special events
throughout this region.
All in all, we consider the all color mobile studio a necessary
component of the modern television studio, a solid investment and
a service arm with a great potential.

Converting From B&W To Color
In planning for conversion to
color remote facilities, three alternatives were offered by the engineering department.
Plan 1 included an all -new three-

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

Editor's Note: There always has
been a need for more local, live
coverage of interesting events. And
sports certainly can lead the way.
Yet it is puzzling that many stations
in sports minded cities do not cover
these events. In many places, more
people crowd in to see car races
than attend baseball or soccer
games, yet there is precious little
coverage.
Aside from sporting events, there
are many other worthwhile and in-

teresting events that can be covered.
But, as WWJ -TV found, it takes a
committment. Of course, if you
don't care to consider local, live
coverage you take on the alternative
and all that goes along with it.
Fact is, it is the opinion of a
great many that if television had
been out covering the local scene,
the FCC and Congress would have
seen little need to lend their support
to cable TV.

camera unit with color tape recorder
plus complete audio and video systems and accessories, with the capability of expanding to a f ivecamera unit by utilizing two studio
cameras. Approximate cost of the
new vehicle completely furnished
was $750,000. If we installed our
own equipment, the estimate was
$600,000.
Plan 2 considered refurbishing
our present vehicle with color equipment. This plant was fundamentally
similar to Plan 1, including replacement of cameras, videotape machine
and video switching and distribution equipment. The audio system
was to be retained along with the
mobile unit. Cost was estimated at
$450,000.
Plan 3, which became the basis
of the plan adopted, proposed colorizing our current vehicle by equipping it with only basic control units.
All camera heads, for example,
would be borrowed from an idle
permanent studio when a remote
colorcast was scheduled. Approximate expenditure was $300,000.
Naturally, cost considerations
made Plan 3 very attractive.
It soon became evident, as planning progressed, that further savings
could be made if new control units
and monitoring were not necessary.
This could be done by using the

mobile unit as the control room for
"A" studio. The problems of providing color -phased film and tape
feeds to the unit and not having the
complete facilities of "A" control
made this unattractive. The approach that was finally decided
upon and which allows us to "have
our cake and eat it too" was to use
the unit for video control only. The
cameras are genlocked to studio A's
"color black" and color phased to
the existing film and tape inputs to
the "A" switcher. The cost of the
color remote unit, including a new
1200 -B videotape machine was reduced to $150,000 by following this
plan.
The decision to use the present
unit instead of building a complete
new unit was based upon the many
facilities available. The van had low
mileage, four tons of air conditioning, heat, a good audio system, regulated power and plenty of storage
in the sides and back. There was
room enough to provide a quiet,
spacious production area which is
lacking in so many units.
The unit was stripped of all
equipment and sent to Gertenslager's for a complete refurbishing of
the body, including painting. A new
air -ride system was also installed.
The unit was then brought back to
the remote garage where the balance
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Fig. 5 The color mobile unit becomes
the Video control center for fixed studio
colorcasts simply by hooking up these
cables to the unit as it is parked in the
WWJ -TV garage.

of the work was done by WWJ -TV

personnel.
Three cable reels, containir g 250
feet of camera cable each, we re installed in the rear. These ape split
reels which make it possible to use
any portion of the 250 feet and
still have access to the male. end.
The reels are powered and have
proven to be very convenient, as
in many cases 250 feet of cat le per
camera is adequate. Add.tional
cable is carried in side compartments.
The procedure described lo as resulted in two advantages: f:ir,t, our
personnel had regularly prc duced
black and white programs frc m our
mobile unit and also were quite
familiar with the equipment in our
fully colorized studios. Thu: transition problems were minimized and
our remote colorcasts have demonstrated a great deal of rel ability
from the very beginning.
Second, by restricting cos ts, we
will be able to take advantage of
technical improvements to come.
We expect many innovations in
color cameras within the ne Kt few
years. Miniature remote cameras
will be available. We now can utilize
this more mobile type of equipment
conjunction with our large proit becomes availduction unit
able.

-in

-as
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Air! Give Me Air!
By Walt

The dissipation of heat in electronic equipment has been a problem of major consideration for as
long as we have had the technology.
An essential part of the care and
feeding of high power vacuum
tubes has always been their thermal
considerations.
No one doubts for a moment the
necessity of proper air or water
movement to carry away heat generated in the final stages of a transmitter when hundreds of watts or
kilowatts are involved.
But the age of the semiconductor
has brought about some unfortunate
misconceptions on the dissipation
of heat. In contrast to a 10 kW
final the dissipation requirements of
a 20 watt solid state chassis may
seem relatively insignificant. The
real danger here is that the potential
trouble is not nearly so obvious,
and so all too often the tendency
is to disregard potential heat problems with transistorized equipment.
In this article we're going to dig
into a few of the physical basics of
semiconductors and heat dissipation
to understand how potential heat
problems can arise. Once the mech-

Jung

anisms are understood, preventive
medicine can forestall heat problems in transistor and IC equipment.
The Problem Developes
There would be few if any problems from heat in solid state equipment if everyone used but one
piece of gear and mounted it all
by itself in a control room environment, adequately spaced from its
brethren and well ventilated. But
this extreme is far removed from
the real world where many pieces
of gear become stacked one above
another. And this extreme is the
one which causes the heat problem.
To take a "for instance" case,
consider a problem of mounting a
number of audio distribution amplifiers in a 19 -inch rack. In this case
we're talking of 30 of these DA's,
10 each to a 51/4-inch rack panel.
Power dissipation is about 2 watts
per module, a relatively small number, and the manufacturer rates his
equipment at 60' C maximum,
also specifying cooling requirements
as "natural ".
The key here is the word "natural". What is natural cooling? Is
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1

Illustration of cooling by natural convection in circuit card rack.

it cooling by normal convection cur-

rents from bottom to top of unit,
carrying the heat into the surrounding air? What happens if this natural
air flow is blocked?
A better appreciation of this
problem may be had by studying
Figure 1, a sketch of these modules
in their rack frame and the intended
air flow. Room temperature air
enters through the bottom of the
open frame rack and passes up,
over and through the vertically
oriented circuit cards, removing
heat from the circuit components.
The warmed air rises from the top
of the rack and passes upward and
back into the room's environment.
This process is called natural convection because of the natural tendency for warm air to rise, creating
an up draft or "chimmey" effect in
the circuit card slots. It works well
when air movement is properly
channelled (by the design of the
package) and there is free access
to the input and output ventilation
slots. A good example of efficient
use of a natural physical process.

Stacking Problems
But what happens when you
stack up 3 card frames directly
above one another? Now only the
bottom unit receives room temperature air at it's lower ventilation
port (assuming no additional equipment directly underneath), but the
upper two receive the restricted air
flow from the unit immediately
below it, at progressively higher
temperatures. The bottom unit heats
the second unit and both of these
heat the top unit. So the air inlet
temperature for the top unit is
raised by the temperature rise of
the two units below it, creating the
effect of a much higher ambient

temperature.
The manufacturer specifies his
units for a 60° C max temperature.
Now let's assume a 25° C room
and a 10° C rise in each unit for
purposes of explanation. The bottom unit gets the 25° C air at its
inlet and raises it to 35° C, passing it on to the second unit which
BROADCAST ENGINEERING

Announcing
the one Precision Demodulator
wich the two points of view.

Telemet's Frecision Cemcdulato 4= ,01 -A1 offers the widest aail=ble range of input
levels. Von tors at the t -ansmitte- from a 4 volt RF source. Or from the studio
wit-i an off -air signal as ow as 5 nillivolts.
Five mi livolts is p-act ca fo- almost all remote monitorirg applica- ions.
Lineari:y is -*1.0° d f1e-ential phase, 5% different al gain.
MHIz
Wit-t the sounc trap_ syvitcl -ec out, the 4501 -A1 goes flat to
±0.5dE. Accordingly, envelope celay is flat within ±25 nanoseccnds.
Having the sound trips in produces the complementary deli! to
the FCC'E raquirec celai cl- aracte-istic of 170 nanoseconds at 3.5E MHz
pre disbricn. And all other f-equencies are within specified tolerances.
So for accurate ewinc of the transmitted sigral, or for
orecise envelope delay measurainent, the 4501 -A1 is your best
oui. Al S30D0 that's a practice po n: of view.
For more information or a cerncnstration, write
or call: Telemet 3on3a -y, 18E Dàon Ave.,
A GECTEL COMPANY
Arnityvile, V.Y. 11701, ,516) 54 -3600.
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raises it to 45° C. Now the third
unit gets the 45° C air, just 15°
C below its maximum rating. And
within this unit the temperature rises
another 10° C, up to 55° C -just
5° C below rating!
Remember, we assumed a 25°
C room also. Think of what happens when the room temperature
rises. You quickly push the upper
unit beyond its rating and quite
possibly the second unit also, if the
room temperature rise is great
enough. And even though the general area may be air conditioned,
you've got some nasty hot spots in
that top module.
Now to add to the rising tide of
disaster, suppose you have similar
situations in adjacent racks with
pulse and video distribution amps.
Maybe even a few miscellaneous
power supplies thrown in to add to
the confusion. And it's a hot day in
August-just 98° F outside with
hardly a whisper of a breeze blow-

ing. The remote broadcast of the

mayor's speech is about to be aired,
just a half hour from now. You
have exclusive coverage and your
best crew is on the spot to capture
every moment of this critical event.
What is that crazy squeaking noise
coming from the air conditioner?
Doesn't it feel sort of warm in here?
I don't know maybe it's me, but I'd
swear its getting warmer in here ...
OK, maybe we're being a little
dramatic, but you get the picture.
Small things overlooked or neglected
can cause potential doom. Often
they can easily be prevented by
careful forethought. In this case the
solution is simple: allow ample spacing between units of even moderate
power within a single rack. If there
is reasonable doubt, question the
manufacturer about specifics of an
installation.
Why are these things so important? The answer is reliability.
Semiconductor failure rate is halved
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Fig. 2a Power transistor with heat sink and necessary thermal hardware.
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AIR

Fig. 2b Heat sink and
transistor of Figure 2a
in a typical mounting
on rear of chassis.
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for each 10° C reduction below
maximum junction operating temperature. If this doesn't sound like
an incentive, look at it pessimistically-failure rate is doubled for
each 10° C rise in junction temperature. And as far as other components go we all know how electrolytics start popping when their tern perature rating is exceeded.
Best To Know
The Characteristics
The best thing that can be done
is to thoroughly understand solid
state equipment and its physical
characteristics. This means you will
be able to recognize potential tem-

perature problems before they start
by spotting weaknesses, either in the
equipment itself or the way it is
utilized.
First of all you should understand the dissipation and thermal
consideration of transistors and IC's.
Every solid state device has a maximum rated junction temperature
and a thermal resistance. The junction temperature maximum is obvious enough: it's the maximum
allowable temperature (in ° C)
allowed by the manufacturer of the
device. It is the limiting temperature, regardless of whether the device is on (operating temperature)
or off (storage temperature).
The thermal resistance of a solid
state device (transistor, diode, IC or
other) is a measure of its resistance
to heat flow from the operating
junction (where the heat is generated) to either the case or outside
air. In the instance of power transistors and rectifiers, thermal resistance is given from junction to case.
For IC's (which are not usually heat
sinked) and small transistors it is
given from junction to air. In both
cases it is measured as "x" number
of degrees centrigrade per watt of
power.
Example: a 2N3055 power transistor has a 1.5° C/W junction to
case thermal resistance. For every
watt of power dissipated, the junction will be 1.5° C hotter than
the case. For 20 watts of power
dissipated, the junction will be 20
x 1.5, or 30° C hotter than the
case. But this is not the entire picture: so far we have only talked

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

about the difference between the
junction and the case.

Heat Sinks
Additional elements are necessary
to keep the case temperature below
reasonable limits at high power
while transferring the heat into the
surrounding air. This is a heat sink,
necessary because the transistor case
by itself cannot dissipate appreciable heat. The overall objective is
to achieve a low thermal resistance,
this means the junction will operate
cooler.
A heat sink adds two additional
thermal resistances, one from case
to heat sink, caused by the interface
between the case of the transistor
and the heat sink. Since the transistor case is usually electrically
above ground, an insulating washer
is used between the transistor case
and the surface of the heat sink,
adding some additional thermal resistance. The final thermal resistance is the heat sink itself, which
transfers the heat of the semiconductor to the surrounding air.
Figure 2 shows a transistor
mounted to a typical extruded aluminum heat sink; (A) showing the
mounting of the transistor to the
sink and (B) the heat sink to a
chassis. Note in 2 B the orientation
of the fins is vertical, to maximize
cooling convection currents which
flow upwards through the fins.
Now let's go back and see what
this means to the transistor.
To see how hot the junction of
the transistor gets, we add up all
the thermal, resistances from junction to ambient, multiply by the
power being dissipated, and add this
temperature to the maximum ambient. It's really simpler than it
sounds, so let's try it.
The thermal resistance (0) involved here is junction to case, case
to sink, and sink to ambient. Assigning typical numbers; Ojc=
1.50° C /w, Oc-s 0.2° C/w and
Os-a 2.0° C /w. These add up to
3.7° C per watt. For our 20 watt
dissipation, the junction would be
3.7x20 =74 °C above ambient. For
a 50 °C ambient the junction would
be 124 °C, well below the maximum
of 200 °C. Using this concept of
thermal resistance it is easy to work
April, 1971

out the maximum expected junction
temperature and so get a good feel
for the conservativism of a particular design.
Although the example we used
was a 2N3055 transistor, the same
technique holds true for any power
semiconductor. The only necessity
is that the thermal resistances be
known.

Small Transistors
IC's and small signal transistors
are specified in a more simplified
manner, as they do not normally
use heat sinks. Take a 2N3904 for
instance, specified with a 310 mW
power dissipation at 25 °C, a max
junction temperature of 135 °C and
a thermal resistance of .357 °C /mW,
junction to ambient. In this case
the junction to ambient spec is all
that is needed to predict junction
temperature given the dissipation.
Consider a 100 mW dissipation and
an ambient of 50° C for instance.
100 mWx .357° C /mW= 35.7 °C,
50 °C-1-35.7= 85.7 °C, the temperature of the junction at 100 mW
power and 50 °C ambient temperature.
IC's can create potential heat
problems also when they are used
in appreciable quantity. Digital logic
IC's such as flip -flops and gates
consume a relatively constant
amount of power, 50-100 mW per
package. What happens when you
have a large number of little 100
mW ovens spread out over a board?
If it isn't handled properly it too
can cause heat build up.
With 40 or 50 IC packages
spread out all over a PC board (or
boards), there is little that can be
done as far as heat sinking. Heat
removal in this case has to be by
radiation and convection, and the
mechanical package must take advantage of natural air flow through
proper ventilation.
High density electronic packaging can be as important a part of
the design as the circuitry itself.
After all, who wants to nurse a
piece of gear that is temperature
sensitive because no one thought
until the last minute how much
power was being dissipated in that
little box?

Things To Look For
In Equipment
There is no quick and simple
answer to proper thermal &sign;
but there are a number of small
rules which individually might seem
minor, but collectively can make
the difference between a marginal
unit and a trouble free one. Things
like a black heat sink is 25 percent
more efficient than an unfinished
one, metallic oxide insulating washers have lower thermal resistance
than mica, metallized heat sink compound is more efficient than plain
silicon grease, a vertical finned heat
sink is more efficient than a horizontal one, aluminum is a better
heat conductor than steel.
The next time you have a piece
of gear for evaluation and are running it through its paces, check
into its thermal characteristics. Look
(or feel) around for hot spots.
Observe the method of cooling used.

Are proper convection paths provided? Are the highest operating
temperature components well away
from other more sensitive ones?
Check over the power sup-Ily in
particular. Hook it up to a rariac
and check to see where it drops out
of regulation at low line voltage.
100 -105 volts is usually a lower
limit (117 volts -10 percent). Supplies which go much lower (B0 -90
volts) are efficient and are dumping
excess heat into the unit by way of
the series regulators. Stay away from
a supply like this unless it Ins primary taps on the transformer.
You should also run the unit for
a few hours at high line voltage
and high temperature, if possible,
to expose any problems which
might develop. In general, be a
little skeptical of the unit. Make it
prove to you that it is reliable.
After all, once you accept i:, you
are going to have to depend on it.
Solid state components are, by
their very nature, temperature sensitive devices. It takes careful iesign
to minimize the effects of ernironmental changes upon them an i heat
dissipation cannot be disreg Irded.
Remember that a number ofi individual small heat sources can add
up to the effect of a large one.

Stand back and let the thing
breathe.
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Someone has to take the lead

Miami station updates emergency equipment
By Gene Rider*

When a hurricane swirls off the
Southeastern or Gulf states the National Hurricane Warning Center
on the University of Miami Campus
at Coral Gables becomes the origination point for what is probably
radio's most listened to remote
broadcasts. Scores of stations in
Florida, the Southeast and nationwide get audio from the Hurricane
Center and give it a high priority
scheduling.
When I started in broadcasting
(where have 40 years gone ?) Miami
WIOD, and Jerry Pardue, Weather Services
Public Relations. Pictures by Charles True, National Hurricane Center.

*CE,

had two stations, each of which had
a carbon mike and a home made
amplifier in the small Weather
Bureau office in downtown Miami.
The weather man depended on an
occasional wireless message from an
island or Caribbean ships for hurricane tracking. These messages plus
a lot of analytical magic enabled
the weather man to broadcast hurricane alerts and release wire service bulletins.
Progress in environmental science
accelerated through the years. Hurricane hunter planes with radar,
sophisticated instrumentation, computers ... they all lead up to satellite weather surveillance and photos
of any weather disturbance in the

world. The Miami Weather Bureau
(Weather Service, as of late 1970)
kept pace and was the nucleus of
the Department of Commerce's
ESSA Environmental Science Services Administrations National
Hurricane Warning Center,
After several moves about town,
each time to greatly expanded quarters, this function of the Weather
Service, was installed in the Computer Building on the University of
Miami Campus at Coral Gables.
The center is made up of more
than two floors of complexity, glittering chrome, closed circuit TV,
banks of TWX machines, radar
domes, scopes, facsimile equipment,
satellite antennae, multi -racks of in-

-

tricate weather instrumentation
even an auditorium and a stage for
TV broadcasts and media briefing.
But most important, a mammoth
diesel standby power plant at ground
level.

Fig. 1 When a hurricane hits there is no way to stop this kind of damage. But the
regional warning system can save lives if it participates actively in an organized
pool.
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Because of our role in EBS and
Florida Defense Network, it was
WIOD's lot to service the pooled
audio equipment at the Center, and
on a day in early 1969, after driving 25 miles in heavy traffic from
WIOD, I stood in the middle of
this space age complex, in its broadcast booth, changing a 6L6 tube in
a Western Electric 124 amplifier,
circa 1946.
This single channel 20 watt amplifier (with a standby 124, feeding
Miami area radio stations via a
splitting pad arrangement) represented 40 years of pooled progress
in weather broadcasting by the
Miami area radio industry.
The setup looked like the paging
amplifier on Noah's Ark and would
probably last until the next flood.
But who is to blame a broadcast
plumber for not tying down a beautiful remote amplifier, needed for
football games, for an out of sight,
fixed remote? Or a station's one
engineer with too much work, for
not being overly concerned about
pooled equipment at a remote he
might possibly not use once a year?
Back at WIOD I had a talk with
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Jim Wesley, General Manager.
Result, WIOD would buy new
equipment and furnish manpower
for the installation, then let it be
known to area stations that contributions toward the cost would be
acceptable -with prorata refund in
event of over subscription.
Jim Rayfield, of WIOD Engineering, and I kicked it around a
couple of days. Our first thoughts

were in terms of two remote amplifiers, but since the equipment might
at times have to feed as many as
30 lines, a remote amplifier would
have to, in turn, feed some sort of
power amplifier for the multi -line

output requirement.
This brought us back to our old
approach
power amplifier with
splitting pad as had been used on
the unit to be replaced. A solid

-a

Fig. 2 Public and Marine forcaster at work in the Center. Note the CRT data terminal
to his right.

maawazal

Fig.
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This is the map analysis area of the Center.

state dual system, of course. Each
amplifier to have a 2 channel mixer,
one microphone and one line input.
The line input was to be used for
routing sub remotes such as Red
Cross Emergency HQ and the TV
pool audio in the Weather Service
auditorium through the radio pooled
equipment.
(When a hurricane brews, other
remotes of interest to the industry
and the public require emergency
air time and the best approach to
this requirement would be to route
the other emergency remotes via the
Center, where all stations can be
tied together.)
There are many good amplifiers
on the market suitable for our requirements. We chose the Altec
361B 2 channel mixer power amplifier with the following options: an
Altec 1578A preamplifier for the
mike channel and an Altec 15095
transformer for the remote input.
Complete duplication for both units.
One refinement required for the
new system dictated itself immediately. We'd recently been called
upon, as EBS Key, to broadcast a
tornado alert on a minute's notice.
Coordinating the Weather Service
warning via telephone had taken
too long. A tornado tone alerting
system whereby Weather Center
could push a button at their remote
amplifier and ring an alarm at those
stations who had installed a tone
trap amplifier alarm to bridge their
Weather line. The alarm to be followed by an official tornado alert
message 60 seconds later.
Hurricanes approach relatively
slowly, generally speaking, and the
Center schedules these broadcasts
on a time start basis. Usually the
schedule calls for broadcasts every
two hours when a hurricane is within 200 miles of land. The tone alert
system is not used for hurricane
warnings.
Costs (1969), for the entire setup
including microphone, headphones

and VU meter totalled about $575
-surprisingly lower than we'd
thought.
Jim Rayfield built a compact,
handsome setup and we installed it
at the Hurricane Center. A 600 ohm
audio takeoff at line level is available for any station that buys a
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tion at a meeting of the G-eater
Miami Broadcasters' Asscc ation
and we soon had 50 dollar c Tecks
from 9 radio stations and on- TV
station for a total of $500.
WIOD had one week's engineering time and $75 in the new setup.

Weather Wire and the stations' DJs
read forecasts. But during the hurricane season the authoritative voice
of a U.S. Weather Service -ESSA
official direct from the Hurricane
Center is used on most area stations.
For those stations who don't buy
lines, WIOD -FM, WYOR -FM and
the Florida Defense Network weather broadcasts are available and are
relayed from station to station far
upstate.
When the new equipment was installed, provision was made to feed
audio from the setup to a Bell System conference call, feeding select
FM stations upstate. These stations
in turn make the broadcasts available to AM and FM stations within their radius.
When the installation was completed, we mailed out block diagrams of what we'd installed and
Jim Wesley mentioned the installa-

line to the Weather Center. WKAT
and WIOD made it easier by sharing costs on a trunking equalized
line from Coral Gables to WKAT-

FM in downtown Miami. There,
dual power amplifiers multi -feed
downtown Miami stations and the
Miami Police Department via short
haul unequalized lines.
The tornado alerting kHz oscillator is composite and is powered
off either of the Altec 361B's.
WIOD and a few other stations
have bridged tone trap alarms across
their Weather Bureau lines. We had
a tube type 1 kHz trap available
as a leftover from an old EBS system. When we find time we'll build
a solid state trap, using a tape cartridge 1 kHz trap as a beginning.
During the off -hurricane- season.
only a few Miami stations broadcast from the weather center. Most
Miami stations have a TWX
1

Summary
After eighteen months ofi run
time of 24 hours a day wth3ut a
trouble call or a switch to the spare
amplifier, we believe low -?ower
solid state PA amplifiers fi l the
bill nicely for broadcast use of this
nature. A pool arrangement is a
must for such places as Weather
Service. Don't struggle with :irtique
equipment. Broadcasters are much
quicker to cooperate in such -ratters
than you might think. But someone
has to take the lead. It might as
well be you.
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The

Curve Tracer.
Another Method of Testing Transistors,

Part

1

Characteristics of transistors
which can be measured include DC
beta, AC beta, shorts, leakage,
opens, bandwidth, linearity, polarity (PNP and NPN), internal capacitance, noise level, and maximum
permissible operating currents and
voltages.
Testing of shorts, leakage and
opens is understood best by thinking of the transistor as three interconnected diodes, as shown in
Figure 1. Forward and reverse resistance of the three junctions can
be measured with an ohmmeter by
testing one junction, then reversing
the polarity of the leads and measuring again. This method demands
some experience in interpretation.
And, unfortunately, when applied
to nondefective silicon types, infinite resistance is indicated by most
of these tests. However, some opens,
shorts and most leakage can be
detected using this method.

By Carl Babcoke
BE Solid State Editor

Each diode junction of a transistor also can be dynamically tested
for its ability to rectify, by use of
the circuit shown in Figure 2. The
ideal waveform for a good junction
is a right angle. A short produces a
vertical line, and an open produces
a horizontal line. These tests can
be made on in- circuit transistors;
however, the accuracy will depend
upon the circuit characteristics.
Also, collector- emitter tests are not
as definite as we might desire, and
leakage indications are not very
sensitive.
Turn -on and turn -off tests in
which the collector- emitter junction
is measured with an ohmmeter are
true measures of transistor actions.
Of course, no accurate calibration
is possible. The basic circuit for
such tests is shown in Figure 3.
DC beta testers accurately measure the DC (static) gain of a transistor by adjusting the base current

to achieve a known collector current. The base current then is measured on a meter calibrated in DC
beta. A simplified schematic of this
method is shown in Figure 4.
In commercial instruments, only
one meter is used, with switching for
the various shunts. Other switch
functions are used for polarity reversal, leakage, and calibration.
Also, provision usually is made for
beta tests at various amounts of collector current. This is desirable because transistor beta changes with
collector current. For example, a
transistor that measured a beta of
180 at 1 milliamp, might jump to a
beta reading of 240 at 10 milliamps.
Many commercial transistor testers
make in- circuit beta measurements
by first balancing out the circuit
leakage.
Testing Transistors

With A Curve Tracer
Dynamic transistor curve tracers
are being heralded as the best solution to some of the shortcomings of
the preceding tests. Let's take a
look at the operation of one curve
tracer, the Jud Williams.
This curve tracer applies a "staircase" waveform of current to the
base of the transistor. During each
step of the staircase, a DC voltage
that varies from zero to maximum
and back to zero is applied to the
collector. Collector current verti-

The Jud Williams curve tracer
is shown here. There are at

N

least three commercial tracers
currently available.

e

PN
C

1
Equivalent circuit of an NPN
transistor shows three interconnected
diodes which represent the relationships of the three elements of a transistor- emitter, base, collector. For the
PNP type, polarity of the diodes would

Fig.
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be reversed.
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2 Schematic of a simple method which permits testing of diode junctions in a
transistor. The right angle readout on the scope is the ideal waveform for base emitter and base collector junctions.
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Fig. 3 The ability of the base to control
the resistance of the collector- emitter
circuit can be tested by using this circuit, which is connected to an ohmmeter.

Fig. 4 DC beta is the ratio of static base
current to static collector current.
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cally deflects the scope, and collector voltage provides horizontal deflection.
Figure 5 shows the relationships
between the waveforms applied to
the transistor and the resultant
"family of curves" produced by a
normal transistor. These curves
show collector voltage and emitter
current at zero base current and at
five steps of increasing base current.
Tilt of the "zero base current"
curve (the longest one) is an indication of leakage, i.e. the collector to- emitter current that is not controlled by the base.
Three wires extend from the rear
of the curve tracer cabinet. One
lead connects to the ground post of
the scope, another to the horizontal
input terminal, and the remaining
lead to the vertical input. If the
scope probe for the vertical input
has direct and low- capacitance functions, use the direct position to

avoid unnecessary mathematics
when measuring transistor beta.
Rotate the horizontal selector
knob on the scope panel to the
position marked "EXT ", "H INPUT" or "HORIZONTAL INPUT". With both the curve tracer
and scope turned on and the voltage
control of the tracer turned up partially, a horizontal line should be
seen on the screen of the scope. The
horizontal width of this line should
vary when both the VOLTAGE
control on the tracer and the horizontal gain control on the scope are
adjusted. Scope intensity and focus
should be adjusted normally.
No locking adjustments are nec-

BASE
CURRENT

LEAKAGE
COLLECTOR
VOLTAGE

-y

Fig. 5 A typical family of transistor curves (upper left) showing the relationship between the DC staircase base current and the DC parabolic collector voltage (lower
lef). Collector- emitter leakage can be read by the tilt of the base current compared
to the true zero line on the scope graticule.
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Fig. 6 Curve produced on a solid state
scope as a result of protective zener
action in the horizontal sweep circuit
of the scope. Many scopes will overload when the collector voltage control
is set to produce higher voltages. False
curves can be the result.
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essary, because the scope receives
both horizontal and vertical deflection voltages from the curve tracer.
Curves can usually be obtained
from normal transistors when tested
out -of- circuit by pre- setting the
curve tracer controls with the BASE
CURRENT switch at 10 µA, the
VOLTAGE control at 20 volts and
the POLARITY switch to the position which provides a family of
curves. This adjustment of the POLARITY switch can be used to
identify non-defective PNP or NPN
types.

Overload of the horizontal deflection circuit in the scope is often
encountered in many scopes when
the VOLTAGE control on the
tracer is turned to the higher settings. Figure 6 shows the bent ends
of the horizontal line caused by the
zener protection circuit in one brand
of all- solid -state scope. This overload cannot be considered a scope
defect, but it must be corrected
otherwise false curves will result. A
large value resistor or a voltage divider between the tracer lead and
the horizontal input connector will

(A)

(D)

easily solve this problem, if

it

ex-

ists.

Normal Variation
Of The Curves
Many typical curves of n< n -defective transistors tested out- of -circuit are shown in Figure 7 The
settings of the curve tracer controls
are listed for your guidance.
DC beta can be accurately tested
with the curve tracer method. The
vertical gain of the scope ml st be
calibrated correctly, and the curve
tracer controls adjusted to spread

(B)

(C)

(E)

Fig.

7

Normal variations

in curves of non -defective

transistors.

(G)

(A) Family of curves for a 2N411 PNP germanium transistor. BASE CURRENT control set for 10 µA per step of
the staircase, and VOLTAGE control set at 20 volts PP.
(B) Curves produced by same transistor, but with BIAS
switch erroneously set for silicon instead of germanium.
(C) Curves produced by same transistor, but with VOLTAGE control set at 70. Avalanche leakage occurs at about
50 volts.
(D) Curves produced by same transistor, but with BASE
CURRENT control set at 50 µA, VOLTAGE set at 30, and

scope vertical gain reduced.
(E) Curves produced by same transistor and conditions

April,

1971

(H)
as in (D), but, because COLLECTOR VOLTAGE is set e
only 20, only 5 curves are produced on scope.
(F) Curves of an old type 2N301A PNP germanium powe

transistor. Notice how leakage tilts the "zero base cir
rent" curve. Also note the loops in each curve, which in
dicate poor frequency response and internal heating.
(G) Family of curves of a small NPN silicon transistor vaitt
BASE control set at 10 µA and COLLECTOR set at 1P
volts. This transistor produces about 50 percent more
gain than the one in (A).
(H) Curves produced by same silicon transistor, but with
VOLTAGE control increased to 25, to produce all 6 curves
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the curves apart for greater reading
accuracy. The method and examples
will be detailed next month.

Leakages And Open Circuits
An open in any element, a base emitter short, or no transistor connected to the curve tracer will produce a straight horizontal line on
the scope, as shown in Figure 8. A
vertical line is caused by a collector emitter or base- collector short.
Leakage tilts the horizontal lines
of the curves. Figure 8 shows the
curves produced by transistors with
various values of leakage.

Comparing Test Methods
Several dozen defective transistors were tested out -of- circuit using
a good meter -type beta tester, the
Williams Curve Tracer, and ohmmeter tests. Most of the transistors
were either shorted or open. Such
obvious defects easily were found
by all three methods. However, the
curve tracer operation was much

faster. The tracer controls were preset, as explained earlier, so it was
only necessary to connect the transistor (or plug into a top- mounted
socket) and try both positions of
the polarity switch. If no curves
were obtained, the transistor was
defective and no further tests were
needed.
Beta Tester
A few transistors with a serious
amount of leakage tested slightly
low in beta and nearly normal in
leakage. Both the tracer and ohmmeter gave more definite indications of a defect in the transistor.
One transistor with a partial open
in the base circuit checked perfect
on the beta tester, but abnormal on
the other two test methods.
Opinion: A beta tester gives an
accurate DC beta reading for the
voltages and currents supplied by
the tester during the test. Accuracy
is better if beta readings are taken
at several collector currents. Leak-

age indications are often not sensitive enough. Operation is painfully
slow.

Ohmmeter Tests
Ohmmeter tests were the sole
method of testing transistors (outside of the laboratory) for several
years after solid -state components
first appeared in portable radios.
Most germanium transistor defects
can still be found by using ohmmeter measurements. The tests are
less valuable when silicon devices
are to be checked.
Correct interpretation of the six
basic ohmmeter tests found the defect in every transistor tested, except for those that had avalanche
leakage at abnormally low voltages.
Opinion: Ohmmeter tests can locate most defective transistors, if
the readings are interpreted correctly, but the tests require quite a
bit of time. Ohmmeter tests cannot
give any hint of gain.
Curve Tracer Tests
The curve tracer tests also found
every defective transistor, in addition to a few that the other two
methods were not definite about.
Also tests were performed that were
impossible for the other methods.
The ability to match the small 3lead transistors by plugging one in

each top- mounted socket and

(A)

switching back and forth between
them with the SELECTOR switch
cannot be matched by meter or
ohmmeter tests.
Maximum voltage rating between
collector and emitter can be established by noticing the point on the

VOLTAGE control where ava-

(D)

Fig. 8 Curves produced by defective transistors.
(A) A single horizontal line is caused by a base- emitter short or an open

element.
(8) A single vertical line is caused by a base -collector or collector- emitter
short.
(C) Curves of a 2N408 PNP germanium transistor with a 1.8K -ohm short between collector and emitter, or a 180K -ohm short between base and collec,.
tor. Notice the tilt of all the curves.
(D) Non -linearity near the "zero base current" curve of a 2N408 caused by
a base -emitter short of 10K ohms.
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lanche occurs on the zero -base current curve.
Opinion: Curve tracers offer the
potential of quick and accurate (or
quick and approximate, for faster
tests) testing of transistors without
the shortcomings of other methods
(except for expense of purchase).

Next Month
Next month we will explore the
abilities of the Jud Williams Curve
Tracer to test transistors in- circuit,
and to test diodes, zeners, SCR's
and other solid -state devices.
The method of curve tracing featured by Eico in their Solid State
Semiconductor Curve Tracer model
443 will be analyzed.
BROADCAST ENGINEERING

New FCC standard patterns explained
By Robert A. Jones*

On January 18, 1971 the FCC
released their findings in Docket
Number 16,222; the proceedings to
specify a so- called "Standard
Method" for calculating radiation
patterns. This new method replaces
the old system of calculating a theoretical pattern and adding the
MEOV values to it.
The new Standard Radiation Pattern incorporates the old MEOV
plus some new factors. I might
point out here that this amendment
of Part 73 of the Rules will apply
only to new assignments and to
major changes (as defined by Section 1.571 (a) (1).)
Like any new method, this will
take getting used to, and may take
some time for the average station
engineer to understand. First let's
see what the FCC was trying to
accomplish with this new Standard
Method of Calculating Patterns.
They were trying to establish for
every directional station just one
pattern, not two as we presently
have. This new standard pattern
would replace your theoretical pattern plus your measured pattern.
This new standard pattern would
be used to determine both service
rendered as well as interference considerations to another station. As
you probably know, in the past the
theoretical pattern was used to compute service areas, but the MEOV
was for computing interference contours. In reality, the use of this new
standard pattern to compute service
areas will be misleading, since any
given station will not, in practice,
occupy all the area up to the maximum radiation in all directions. In
other words, the use of this new
method will result in computed
service areas of directional stations
being greater than they really are
in practice. However, these new
service area showings are good in
that they will define the maximum
service area for any given station.
The new standard pattern consists of really the old theoretical
pattern plus the addition of two
new factors. These factors are a
*BE Facilities Editor and Consulting

value of 2.5 percent of the root
sum square of the fields of the individual towers, or 6.0 MV /M;
whichever is the greater value. This
would be added in quadrature to
the old theoretical radiation pattern.
Then this would be multiplied by a
factor of 1.05 times to achieve the
new standard pattern. If this all
sounds confusing, it is. I didn't
understand it either the first time
I read it.

Comparing Methods
But let's see how one would go
about designing a pattern by the
old method and the new method.
This I trust will help you comprehend more quickly the basics of
the new method. Figure is a basic
two tower five kilowatt pattern calculated by the old method. The
solid line represents the theoretical
pattern. The dashed line represents
the MEOV limits. The formula
used in computing this pattern is
as follows.
Eo =K [(1-}-M2 + Cos
1

Scos

r

Where terms are defined as:

E -Field intensity

in any

given bearing.

M= Current ratio

between two

towers.

=Phase angle betweer two
towers.
S= Electrical spacing between
towers.
4)= Clockwise angle measured
from the tower line.
Table I shows how an engineer
might compute this pattern, using
this formula, to arrive at the final
theoretical pattern. As I said b:fore,
this is the old way of making
patterns.
Figure 2 is a graph of the same
two tower 5 kW pattern, b-_t by
the new method. As you can see
there is only one line on this graph,
not a solid line plus a dashed
(MEOV) line. As you can see these
two patterns are quite similar_ The
basis for computing this new pattern actually begins with the same
theoretical formula proposed n the
former method. In other words we
take the data and computations in
Table I and add to this information
certain additional factors.
At this point I quote in part from
the new Rules, Section 73.150(a)
"For each station employing a directional antenna, all determining
of service provided and interference
caused shall be based on the inverse
fields shown on the `standard radiation pattern' for that station."
11J

TABLE I
BASIC THEORETICAL PATTERN
A

Bearing
0

10-350
20-340
30-330
40-320
50-310
60-300
70-290
80-280
90-270
100-260
110-250
120-240
130-230
140-220
150-210
160-200
170-190
180

B

C

70 cosA

B-110`

70.0
68.9
65.8
60.6
53.6
45.0
35.0
23.9
12.2

40.0
-41.1
-44.2

0

-12.2
-23.9
-35.0
-45.0
-53.6
-60.6
-65.8
-68.9
-70.0

-49.4
-56.4
-65.0
-75.0
-86.1
97.8
-110.0
122.2
-133.9
145.0
155.0
-163.6
-170.6
175.8
178.9
180.0

E

D

CosC
0.766
0.754
0.717
0.650
0.553
0.423
0.259
0.068

-.136
-.342
-.533
-.689
-.819
.906
.960

-.985
.995
-.999
1.000

1

-F D

1.766
1.754
1.717
1.650
1.553
1.423
1.259
1.068
0.864
0.658
0.467
0.311
0.181
0.094
0.040
0.015
0.005
0.001
0.000

F
E1/2

1.330
1.326
1.310
1.286
1.246
1.193
1.124
1.034
0.931
0.812
0.684
0.558
0.426
0.307
0.200
0.123
0.071
0.031
0.000

G

F

44

595 MV/M
583:

535
574
556
533

"
If

If

501

462
416.
352
305.
2501

190.
137

It

!/

"
ll

ll

89
55

//

"
13:8"
31 7
0,

it
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20°
340"

30°
330°

40°
320°

(b) The following data shall be
submitted with an application for
authority to install a directional

antenna.

50°
310°

(1) (i) The standard radiation
pattern shall be constructed in accordance with the following mathe-

60°
300°

matical expression:
E std

=

1.05 [E then

+

Q°]

70°
290°

1/2

Now to explain: The Estd stands
for the field intensity in a given
direction, in the final form or
Standard Radiation Pattern Form.
These values are those plotted in
Figure 2. The Etheo represents the
"basic" theoretical pattern for the
particular array in question. In our
case this is the old theoretical
pattern shown in Figure 1 and tabulated in column G of Table I. The
two factors that the FCC now introduces are the term Q, and the fact
that the theoretical pattern, after
being modified by Q, is then enlarged by a factor of 1.05 times.

80°
280°
90°
270°
100°

260°
110°
250°

120°

240°

130°

230°

140°

Computing Q
The factor Q is stated by the new
Rules to be an orthogonal component. This is a factor which for
any given antenna pattern will represent a constant. It is calculated
in one of two ways, the largerr of
which you must use. One way to
figure the value for Q is to multiply
the value of 6.0 times the square
root of the power in kilowatts. This
is written as:
6.0 (Pkw)

1/2

If the power of your pattern is
one kilowatt, this works out to
6.0. If 5 kW it is 13.4; 10 kW it is
19.0, and so forth. For powers
lower than one kilowatt, the new
Rules say you must use a value of
one. Thus the constant 6.0 is the
lowest value you can obtain, regardless of power employed.
The second method of computing
this factor Q is by multiplying
0.025 times the RSS of the unit
fields. This RSS term is not to be
confused with the RMS of a pattern. The individual towers of any
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Old way of calculating patterns.

pattern will each radiate their own
field intensity signals. Thus each
and every tower in any pattern, if
it could be measured alone, produces an unattenuated signal at one
mile of the "X" MV /M.
In our two tower example, we
have two signals, one generated and
radiated by each of the two towers.
Had we used three towers, we
would have three signals, and so
forth. In computing RSS we take
the individual signals from each
tower and square them. This is followed by adding up each of the
individual squares. And then finally
taking the square root of this total.
To show you how this works,
we take the individual fields for
the two towers. In our 5 kW two
tower, these are 316 MV /M and
316 MV /M respectively. Each of

these fields is squared which gives
us 100,000 and 100,000; and then
added, to produce a total of
200,000. The square root of this
total is then computed to be 447
MV /M. You now have the RSS
for this particular pattern.
Having finally arrived at this RSS
value, we then multiply it by 0.025.
Again referring to our example, we
have an answer of 11.2 MV /M.
At this point we must stop and
see whether this 2.5 percent of the
RSS is greater or less than the constant based upon six times the
power in kW. We then find that
11.2 MV /M is less than the 13.4
MV /M; hence, we must use this
higher value to represent Q in our
new Standard Radiation Pattern.
This seems like a lot of extra work,
but remember that for any given

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

pattern Q is always a constant.
I might point out that these calculations are all based upon a daytime pattern. That is, one where
only the horizontal plane pattern
need he determined. Had we been
interested in a nighttime pattern,
mve would have had to apply the
vertical forni factor to the above
computations of "Q".
To those who are unfamiliar with
the vertical form factor, usually expressed as f(4), it is a term that
takes into account the radiation
characteristics of a given electrical
height tower at skywave radiation
angles, above the ground plane.
Having now computed this orthogonal factor Q, we apply it in
quadrature to our old theoretical
pattern. Referring to the FCC's
equation in Section 73.150 (B) (1)
(i) we find that the original field
intensity at any given bearing is
squared, then added to the square
of "Q "; and the square root of the
total then taken.
On Table II, I have shown how
the design engineer will then take
the old values from Table I and
combine them to come up with a
new pattern representing both linear
and orthogonal components. This
end result is then multiplied by
1.05, and you finally have the new
Standard Radiation Pattern. This I
have shown in the extreme right
hand column of Table II and, of
course, it is the value plotted on
Figure 2.

Pattern Considerations
There are two more areas to be
considered in using this new Standard Radiation Pattern. The first
consideration is how to treat those
directional patterns where the degree of radiation suppression must
he greater than our factor Q will
allow. Some allocations do require
new stations to suppress their signal,
to avoid prohibited overlap, to very
low values of field intensity. The
fact that many of these stations
have been built and do work exemplifies the fact that under good
engineering practice, such patterns
can be granted.
Possibly your station is one
that is so licensed. There are
numerous examples of stations with
kW or less who have
power of
nulls suppressed to under the 6.0
MV /M limit imposed by the new
"Q" factor. In their decision in
1
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TABLE II
A

Bearing
0
10 -350

20 -340
30 -330
40 -320
50 -310

60-300
70-290
80 -280
90-270
100 -260
110 -250
120 -240
130 -230
140 -220
150 -210
160 -200
170 -190
180

STANDARD RADIAI ION PATTERN
E
D
C
B
C+Q'
D1/2
B3
Theo. Pat.
595
593
585
574
556
533
501

462
416
362
305
250
190
137
89
55
31.7
13.8
0

354,000
352,000
342,000
333,000
309,000
285,000
251,000
213,500
173,000
131,100
93,000
62,500
36,100
18,770
7,920
3,030
1,005
190
0

Docket 16,222, the FCC has recognized this fact of life. Several of
the parties filing comments on
Docket 16,222 urged the FCC to
establish new rules governing the
acceptability of standard radiation
patterns incorporating radiation
minimums lower than those which
the general rule would require. If
the FCC had done this, it would
avoid the necessity for each such
application having to request a
waiver of the rules-an action which
the FCC only takes reluctantly, if
past experience is any criterion.
FCC Position
The Commission states the reason
they did not incorporate these new
lower limit procedures, is that they
fear it would be an open invitation
to bypass the newly established
radiation floor. The FCC further
points out that if a lower floor of
radiation is to be achieved and
maintained in actual operations,
something more than normal attention must be given to all details of
design, construction, and operation.
The FCC states they are willing to
consider such proposals, but only
on an undivided basis and will act
only when the applicant can convince the FCC, by a suitable showing, that the proposed operation is
susceptible to practical achievement.
As a guideline, the FCC outlines
the nature of this special showing.
I do not wish to interpret what
these five points are, since you must

354,180
352,180
342,180
333,180
309,180
285,180
251,180
213,680
173,180
131,280
93,180
62,680
36,280
18,950
8,100
3,210
1,185
370
180

595
593
585
574
556
533
501

462
416
362
305
250

F

1.05xE
624 l'dV/M
If
622
614
602
If
584
560
525
485
436
380
320
262

191

201

138
90

145

56.6
34.4
19.3
13.4

94.E

59.4
36.2
20.5

14:

seek such interpretation fron your
stations legal or engineering council.
Paraphrased here are my own words
for points (A) thru (E) in the FCC
order, and no interpretati!.in is
implied.
(A) The first area one must make
a showing in, is with respect to the
proposed antenna site. You must
prove it is suitable in all respects
for the establishment of the proposed antenna system. Yoli must
show that scattering or resid gal reradiation from structures on r near
this proposed site will be of an
insufficient magnitude to preclude
the adjustment of the measured
field intensity within the stmdard
radiation pattern. One ap lroach
may be for the FCC to permit
partial or temporary constructions
to show by use of measur_ments
the suitability of this site.
(B) A showing also will 1 ave to
be made to prove that the ek ctrical
and physical design of the array will
insure a stable operation.
(C) A showing as to the pr posed
phase sampling system to be installed to measure phase ang es and
remote base currents. This s lowing
will have to include a description
of the electrical and physical design details of the phase sampling
system, along with a specific evaluation of ultimate accuracy of the
system in detecting changes :n current amplitude or phase angle
c

relationships.
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From the Innovators

Norelco..The
First Family
of color
cameras

...one for every budget and purpose

One name stands pre- eminent among color television

cameras: Norelco.
With good reason. From the PC -100A -the ultimate in colorimetry and reliability
the LDH -1
Compact for modest budgets, Norelco has come
to mean the very best.
"The very best" translates into such proven
design innovations as the three -tube concept
which has ceased to be a controversy when
the subject is broadcast quality...The sealed prism
beam-splitter... Solid, sleek, cast outsides
that protect the insides and look new years after
sheet metal boxes have developed frightful wrinkles
.. Modular, all- solid -state circuitry, with spare
components interchangeability that means money
in your bank ... Reliability that affords peace of mind.
Above all, the "Norelco look" on the TV screen.
Faithful. Crisp. Today's worldwide standard for color
television pictures.
Norelco cameras are built for the Plumbicon*
tube, not adapted to it. This accounts importantly for
the quality that is consistent from one end to the other
of the First Family of cameras. Happily, the best
costs no more, and in many ways costs less. To meet
the family, telephone or write Philips Broadcast
Equipment Corp., One Philips Parkway, Montvale, New
Jersey 07645 . 201/391-1000.

-to

with th
3- Plumbicon tube,
sealed prism
beam splitter
camera.
Today's industry

standard...

the PC- 7OS -2.

Ji

with digital

control...

the PC -100A
that turns
tweight,
ow -cost triax into
color cable.
And new A.C.T.
(anti- comet- tail)
Plumbicon tubes.

with the
loweEt -cost,
3- Plumbicon,
prism beam
splitter camera.
Norelco quality color
for limited budgets: the LDH -1.
(Also, an LDH -1 telecine system.)

with direct -broadcast color
from a 3- Plumbicon portable.
The PCP -90B is in a class by
itself.

i con
with the 3PCF -701 film camera
for unsurpassed
motion picture color
°

and PC -70

interchangebility.

Note/co

PHILIPS BROADCAST EQUIPMEtiT CORP.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

Reg

TM N.V. Philips of Hol and

One Philips Parkway, Montvale, N.J. 07645
Circle Number
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201 `391 -1000

Reader Reply Cairo

with respect to the departures in
relative current amplitudes and
phase angles, smaller than those
which the monitoring system is capable of accurately indicating. This
showing must prove that these
changes, if they occurred, would not
result in a positive radiation deviation of a magnitude which could
result in objectionable interference
to other stations.
(E) And the fifth point you need
to submit a showing on is with respect to the operators, normally
manning the directional installation,
being able to correct any phase or
current deviation.
These points, if convincingly submitted, set forth the criterion upon
which a waiver will be granted of
the new minimum radiation limits
imposed by the Standard Radiation
Pattern method.

Built -in Alternative
In establishing these new Rules
the FCC points out that the measured pattern cannot exceed the
Standard Radiation Pattern in any
direction. Nevertheless, they have
built into these new rules an alternative procedure, in the event you
fail to meet this Standard Radiation Pattern limit, when you measure your new DA. A new Paragraph 73.152 is employed to take
care of situations where, due to
measurements, a Standard Radiation Pattern must be modified.
If, after construction and final
adjustment of a directional antenna,
a measured inverse field intensity at
one mile in any direction exceeds
the field intensity shown on the
Standard Radiation Pattern, for that
pertinent mode of directional operation, the station must file for a
modification of Construction Permit. It will then be necessary to
specify a modified Standard Radiation Pattern. In some cases it may
be necessary to change the operating parameters, so that all measured effective field intensities will
be contained.
This modified Standard Radiation
Pattern must encompass all measured fields, and it shall supersede
the previously submitted Standard
Radiation Pattern for that station
in the pertinent mode of directional
operation.
If this be your case, you will
proceed as follows. First be certain
that the excessive measured field
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does not result in objectionable interference to another station.
If no interference results, it may
be simplest to modify the pattern
to a larger than original pattern
size. If the measured fields systematically exceed the confines of the
original pattern, a simple increase
in the pattern RMS, may correct
the problem.
More than likely the case will
be where the measured field exceeds
the Standard Radiation Pattern in
just one discrete direction. If this
be the case, it will be necessary to
expand the Standard Radiation Pattern only over a limited sector. This
latter procedure the FCC will now
call "augmentation ". It will be accomplished by still another new
formula. This is as follows:
E2
[El' 4- (Q cos(180 Da) )21'h

_

S

These terms are defined as Et
being the original Standard Radiation Pattern calculated for a particular angle before augmentation.
E., will represent the field in the
augmentai direction after it is modi-

new

LSC

-

fied Pattern. The dashed line on
Figure 3 depicts the original Standard Radiation Pattern fields computed prior to augmentation.

Standard Radiation Pattern in
Figure 2, incorporating an augmented section. I've assumed that
the measured field at 300° exceeds
the Standard Radiation Pattern by
10 percent. Applying the augmentation formula, we obtain our Modi-

Future Outlook
I trust, explains the new
method of computing Standard
Radiation Patterns, and to ¡ome
small degree explains the thinking
behind this change in the RU-2s.
The FCC points out that they
will make every effort to per-uade
Canada and Mexico to adopt this
new method, for new assignrzents.
They believe this kind of u iderstanding can be reached under the
provisions of existing agreements,
and no major legal impediment to
their accomplishment should exist.
If the FCC is successful, i- will
mean we can use the same pattern
for both domestic and foreign interference determination. And at some
time in the future, the FCC says,
they may require all existing stations
to go to this new method. if so, a
public notice to this effect will then
be issued

fied. The factor O is not the same
Q we used in the Standard Radiation Pattern, but a new factor
based upon the square root of E22
Et-. (It certainly would be a help
if the FCC had chosen some letter
besides Q in these two formulas. It
no doubt will result in some confusion.) The value S represents the
angular "span" over which augmentation is applied.
At each end of this span the
augmented pattern will blend back
into the original Standard Radiation
Pattern. And Da is the absolute
angle between the azimuth at which
the augmented pattern value is being
computed, and azimuth at which
the maximum augmentation occurs.
In no event can Da exceed one half
of S.
Figure 3 is a polar plot of our

CF2
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Should you put

the cart before
the reels?
When a new piece of equipment creates as much excitement in today's cost- consciDus
broadcast industry as our "cart" machine has done, you know it's got a big potential for both
saving and making money. The big question is how much can it do to make your operation
more efficient, and what new profit opportunities will it bring? We suggest you take this
little quiz and see for yourself what the "cart" machine can do, compared to the
tape system you're now using.
1.

How long does it take an operator to load,
optimize and cue a tape commercial on a
"cart" machine?
a.

3 sec. b.

30 sec. c.

5. What

3 min.

schedule 4 tape commercials during
a break, how many "cart" machines would
be needed to play them back?
a. four b.
two c. one
3. How many cartridges can be loaded into the
TCR -100 at one time?
a. 12 b.
22 c.
100
4. How many times can a cartridge message
be replayed before it starts to deteriorate?
25
50
200 or more
100
2. If you

a. b.

c.

d.

about tape costs, compared to a

reel -to -reel video tape recorder?
a.
about twice as much
b.
about half as much
c.
about the same

"cart" machine can free up your reel
for which of the following tasks?
a.
teleproduction b. promos
c.
previews

6. The

VTR's

7.

What can the "cart" machine do about
rebates?
virtually eliminate them
a.
b.
cut down on them drastically
c.
nothing much

As you'll see when you've got all the right answers (upside -down, below), the "cart"
machine is more than just a piece of hardware. It's a whole new system for saving time and
money when you're airing commercials, promos, and ID's. And it opens up new avenues

for making additional profits.
If you got more than five answers wrong, we'd say you need a "cart" machine right now.
If you got them all right, you probably just ordered one.
And if you haven't already ordered one, ask yourself why not.
Circle Number
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Specialized Circuits

for...

PROGRESS IN IC'S

By Hans R.

Fig.

1

A

doubly balanced modulator.

It2
CONSTANT
CURRENT
T3

T1

T2

Fig. 2 Such a current source as is
shown here is useful to bias other circuitry, and it has led to new circuits
for timing, waveform generation, and
integration.

50

Camenzind*

The integrated circuit industry is
certainly one of the most spectacular ones ever to appear. It has risen
fast and furious to a half billion
dollar level in a few short years.
Few companies have been put together in a more flamboyant way
or have received as much public
attention.
Yet the integrated circuit is a
curiously lop -sided innovation. The
overwhelming portion of all IC's
made, some 85 percent, are destined
for a rather narrow segment of the
electronics industry: digital logic
circuitry. In this segment, mostly
represented by computers, discrete
components have now been replaced
by integrated circuits to the level
of approximately 65 percent.
In the remainder of the industry,
which is roughly three times the
size of that represented by computers, integrated circuits are being
used in less than 5 percent of all
applications!
The reason for the quick acceptance of integrated logic circuits is
easy to understand: the same components that were used for discrete
logic stages- diodes, transistors and
resistors -are again available in
IC's. In addition, the larger parameter variation of integrated elements (due to the fact that they
cannot be selected) is of little consequence in circuits which are only
either "on" or "off ".
This, of course, is not the case
with the majority of circuits for
non -computer applications. (Usually
called analog or linear, both rather
misleading terms). More often than
not we find large capacitors, in*General manager of Interdesign,
Santa Clara, Calif.

ductors, transformers, or precision
components intimately involved in
the functioning of a circuit. It is
mainly for this reason that only a
relatively small number of non computer circuits have so far been
integrated.
The Building
Block Paradox
There is more to this story. In
order to manufacture an integrated
circuit at low cost, very large numbers need to be processed. It is not
at all surprising that IC manufacturers have first focused on the circuits which are used by the millions:
gates, flip -flops, operational amplifiers.

Gradually, as the competition for
these standard building blocks has
assumed almost vicious proportions,
the product scope has widened into
more complex functions and less
common circuits.
But let's consider some rather
fundamental questions at this point:
will standard integrated circuits
really do the job? Can we expect
to build our instruments and systems from a number of standard
off -the -shelf integrated building
blocks?
To find the answer, consider this:
the transistor is a fairly simple,
three terminal device. Yet the proliferation of different types is staggering (more than 4000 2N numbers alone). With an integrated circuit, which allows countless combinations and permutations of as
many as 500 transistors in one
package, will we ever be able to
satisfy even a small portion of all
the requirements with a manageable
number of standard IC's?
There is another factor. An operational amplifier is meant to be a
BROADCAST ENGINEERING

universal building block. You would
think that it could be used in just
about any application where a certain amount of gain is required.
Yet to make an operational amplifier truly "universal ", serious compromises are necessary. The high
input impedance, for example, is
opposed to low noise figure. The
high loop gain causes the frequency
response to be low, etc.
For these reasons IC technology
has done little in such areas as
communications. The breathtaking
promises of huge cost reduction, increased reliability, reduction in size
and weight are largely unfulfilled.
Changes Coming
This need not be so much
longer. There are some significant
changes on the horizon. A number
of new tools are now available
which, if used imaginatively, can
bring the benefits of IC technology
into the communications industry.
The first change of significance
concerns the available elements in
integrated circuits. Although the
performance of integrated components is in many respects still somewhat inferior to that of discrete
ones (and will most likely remain
so), integrated circuit designers have
managed to come up with a number
of fascinating combinations of elements which provide performance
and present possibilities unheard of
with discrete components.
To illustrate this let me describe
two examples. The first one is the
doubly -balanced modulator, illustrated in Figure 1. A current source
(I) feeds the emitters of transistors
T5 and T6. Depending on the polarity and the magnitude of the lower
input signal, V2, T5 or T6 receive a
portion (or all) of the current I.
Each of the resulting currents is
then fed to two or more transistor
pairs (T1 /T2 and T3 /T4) and again
divided according to an input signal
(V1). Finally, in the load resistors
R1 and R2, the resulting four currents are paired again.
This component arrangement is
useful for many applications. First
of all, it's a multiplier. If both input
signals are sufficiently positive, the
April,
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large number of components required and the fact that the transistors have to match well. In IC's,
matching to a high degree is automatic and components can be added
in rather large numbers without increasing the cost of any meast..rable
way.
Our second example in this category is an element which was 1-ardly
known before IC's: the current
source. There are many conf_;urations available; we will discuss only
one, shown in Figure 2.
First, locate T1 and T2. The
base and collector terminals A To
are connected together, which point
is also connected to the base cf T1.
If the two transistors are made of
identical size, then their character-

entire current flows through R1. If
one of the two is negative, the current flows through R2. If they are
both negative, the current flows
again through R1.
A second application is gain control. With a signal applied to one
input, the other input controls the
gain. If this second input is zero,
no signal is passed through. The
most remarkable feature of this circuit in gain control application is
that no DC shift is created at the
output.
A third application is mixing;
here the current -steering mode allows high frequency operation.
A circuit of this kind would not
have been feasible with discrete
components due to the relatively

1F1-F2)

INCOMING
FREQUENCY

Fl

PHASE

LOW-PASS

DETECTOR

FILTER

DEMODUP.AT-D

AMPLIFIER
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ERROR
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Block diagram for

F1

a

simple phase -locked loop.
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FILTER
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900
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PHASE
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DETECTOR

FILTER

--
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Fig. 4 Special circuit designed to demodulate AM with a phase -locked loop.
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istics should match precisely. Thus,
when a current flows into the base
of T2 and creates a collector- current
in T2, an identical current must
flow into the base of T1 and create
the same collector current in T1.
The currents I3 and I4 are therefore identical, save for a small error
due to the lost base currents. This
error can be eliminated with the
addition of T3. Now T1 sinks just
enough current to match I1 and I2i
no matter what voltage (below
breakdown) is applied to the collector of T3,

The only requirement for this
current source is that T1 and T2
match well. The absolute magnitudes of the device parameters are

unimportant. With the process variation normally encountered, I2 can
be held within 1/2 percent over the
military temperature range.
Such a current source is not only
useful to bias other circuitry (such
as the circuit in Figure 1), but also
it has led to a host of new circuits
for timing, waveform generation, or
integration.
Again we see that a combination
of integrated components can produce a highly useful and precise
new circuit element!
The Danger of
Traditional Approaches

Even with these new circuit ele-

Fig. 5 An example of a phase -locked loop integrated circuit. This one, Signetics
NE567, is a tone decoder which, over a frequency range of 1 Hz to 500 Hz, replaces
a resonant reed relay directly. (Photo courtesy of Signetics)
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ments the value of integrated technology for communications is not
assured. More is required.
The major stumbling block is the
fact that all of our electronic systems in existence today are very
much based on what kind of components were available at the time
of their conception. If we devise a
new technology and some of the

traditional components- inductors
for example-are missing, many of
the concepts so far used are automatically excluded.
There are, however, almost always alternate approaches. Naturally they look less familiar to us
and we are therefore tempted to
ignore or even reject them at first.
But let me illustrate how the integrated circuit can become a powerful tool, if we accept the fact that
there may be other ways of performing a function, even though the
traditional method has been in use
for more than 50 years.
Our example concerns the replacement of the conventional L -C
tuned circuit to perform frequency
selection and demodulation. We
shall use a concept called the phase locked loop, which itself is some 30
years old, but has never been used
directly for this purpose.
A block diagram of a simple
phase -locked loop is shown in Figure 3. An incoming frequency, f1, is
compared with that of the local
voltage -controlled oscillator (VCo)
in the phase- detector (or mixer). If
the two frequencies are identical,
their difference is zero and the output of the phase- detector is a DC
voltage with a magnitude depending
on the relative phase of the two
frequencies.
If the incoming frequency is
higher or lower than that of the
VCo, then the frequency difference
will appear at the output of the
phase detector (along with a large
number of higher frequency products). If this difference frequency is
low enough so it can pass through
the lowpass filter, it will be amplified and fed back to the VCo, causing the VCo frequency to move toward the incoming signal until they
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are identical.
If the two frequencies are too far
apart, the difference frequency will
be strongly attenuated by the low pass filter, leaving the VCo unchanged.
Thus, the phase -locked loop is
an adaptive filter. Once we tune the
VCo sufficiently close to the desired
signal, it will "grab" it and latch
on to it. This is a valuable feature
for IC's, since no great precision
is required. In addition, a great
deal of bandpass -type filtering is
achieved with a single low -pass filter; no coils are required.
The phase -locked loop is also at
the same time an FM demodulator.
As the incoming frequency is
shifted, the error voltage fed to the
VCo must shift to keep the loop
locked. Thus this point is directly
the demodulated signal for FM.
It is also possible to demodulate
AM with the phase -locked loop.
Figure 4 shows such a scheme.
A second phase- detector is added,
controlled by the same VCo signal,
but shifted 90° in phase. This signal is therefore directly in -phase
with the incoming signal if the loop
is locked. Thus the second phase
detector switches the signal through
only during the positive cycles, producing an average voltage proportioned to the amplitude.

Custom Circuits
We have touched on two new
developments in noncomputer IC's:
the availability of novel design elements and the successful use of
alternate systems approaches.

The third development taking
place in this area is the emergence
of custom designs. It has now become feasible to produce specialized circuits even for small production runs and with a reasonable
initial investment. This is primarily
due to the use of well controlled,
standard processes. A number of
companies specialize in the processing of custom circuits; in addition
there are companies (such as Inter design) offering design assistance
for custom integrated circuits.
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Texas A &M offers
CATV technician course
Texas A &M has started an engineering course for CATV technicians and engineers.
This laboratory type school was
developed to fill the training needs
of the CATV Industry for short
course education.
The philosophy of the Engineering Extension Service, Texas A &M
University is to educate the man
that does the work. This is to help
the man on the job to better himself
and in turn help the industry as a
whole to be improved.
The Engineering Extension Service has been working with the Telephone and Power Utility companies
along these same lines, for several
years.
Mr. C. E. Swehla of Continental
Transmission Corp. attended one of
the Telephone Training Management Courses. While there, he noted
that a school such as had been set
up for the telephone people would

be of great benefit to the CATV
industry. He, in turn, contacted the
Texas CATV Association and the
school was born.
The school is sponsored by the
Texas CATV Association, and an
advisory committee has been set up
by them to develop the school. In
this way we stay in close contact
with the needs of the CATV

industry.
Under the guide lines of the advisory committee, an instructor was
selected, and the course was set
up. The material used was developed under close scrutiny of the
committee.
The first course offered by the
CATV school is for the Installer.
This is a two week course developed
to give maximum instruction to the
installer of what he needs on the
job. He studies: The CATV System
as a whole, Basic AC -DC Theory,
Basic Math, CATV Section of Na-

tional Electrical Code, Frequency
Spectrum, Reading System Drawings, Coaxial Cable, How to Install
Connectors, How to Choose Proper
Tap and Install it, Making a House
Drop, Trouble -Shooting a Hookup,
Basic Television Receiver, Test
Equipment, Public Relations, First
Aid, Climbing Procedures and
Safety.
Classes are set up for a maximum
of 10 men, with each man having
a full set of tools and equipment
for the job to be performed. In this
way close personal attention can be
given to each student. The school
is situated on the Old Bryan Airfield and we have a complete operating system for the student to work
on. House drop installations are
made inside of a large airplane
hanger so weather does not affect
the school operation. The facilities
include a local origination studio,
Head end, 2.5 miles of plant and

Inside training area at Texas A &M showing poles and
1
strand ready for practice installation. Hanger is shared with
telephone and power lineman training schools.
Fig.

Fig. 2 Victor Miranda of National Trans Video, Los Angeles,
practices installing drop cable.
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Fig. 3 Pole farm at Texas A&M is maintained for pole climbing practice.

the airplane hanger for indoor work.
The student is instructed in proper
climbing procedures and safety on
poles set up for this purpose.
The classroom building contains
three spacious rooms and the head
end. Also due to the construction
of the plant, there is a distribution
run back to this building for drop
purposes. By having this long run
between the head end and the tap
off (2 miles) we can show in the
same building what happens to the
signal if it is not properly handled.
Public relations is stressed heavily
due to the fact, to the customer, the

Fig. 4 Valuable first aid
training also is given the
cable technician students.

a very reasonable price of

installer is "the CATV Company."
Our future plans call for keeping
close contact with the CATV industry and develop courses that will
meet the total training needs of the
Industry.
Equipment being used has all
been donated by systems and manufacturers. By this fact the price of
the course has been held down to

$160.00
tuition. We have facilities here on
campus for lodging and food service. So a minimum of $212.71 will
put a man through our school, plus
transportation, to and from the
Bryan /College Station area.
There is bus and airplane t-ansportation available, connecting
through Dallas and Houston.

ELIMINATE AIRBORNE DUST
PROBLEMS ON VTR EQUIPMENT
New ISOLAIR Unit by Liberty
This unit provides

a

laminar

downflow of the cleanest possible air at the critical video head
area. Excessive wear and damage by airborne contaminants
are virtually eliminated, extending head life by 100% or more
and insuring better overall VTR
performance. The elimination of
this dust problem by use of the
Isolair results in great savings
of time and money.
Also, the surrounding area in
which an Isolair unit is operating benefits by a progressively
reduced level of airborne particulate matter.
Chief engineers who have used
the Isolair unit have attested
to the multiple advantages provided by this low -cost VTR
accessory.
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D1I°
Cartridge Tape
Supermarket!
Here's a one -stop shopping center
for the most and best in broadcast
quality cartridge tape equipment
a SPOTMASTER supermarket of
variety and value.
Just check the boxes and send
us this advertisement with your
letterhead. We'll speed complete
information to you by return mail.

-

EXCHANGE

Telephone RF Filtering
The March 1970 issue contained
an Engineer's Exchange item titled
"Telephone RF Filter Unit". The
circuit shown will work, but some
of the information given to arrive
at the proper component values
should be corrected.
The filter unit in its original

at WJBC -WBNQ. Since most of the
RF problems originate from the AM
transmitter, the design is quite
simple. It is not necessary to use
the transmitter frequency in any of
the calculations. I select an Fc of
approximately 100 kHz. 100 kHz
is a compromise to achieve reason-

Single Cartridge
Equipment
Ten /70

Record -Play

Record -play & playback models,
compact &
rack -mounted

P2

The incomparable Ten /70
The classic 500C
The economical 400 (from $415)
Stereo models
Delayed programming models

Multiple Cartridge
Equipment
FiveSpot

(5- cartridge deck)

TenSpot

(10- cartridge deck)

Versatile FiveSpot

Cartridge Tape
Accessories
Tape cartridge winder
Calibrated tape timer
Remote

controllers
Cartridge racks
(wall, floor &

Tape Ca tridge Racks

table top models)
Degaussers (head
demagnetizers &
cartridge erasers)

Telephone answering accessory
Replacement tape heads
Adjustable head brackets
Head cleaning fluid
Alignment tape
Bulk tape (lubricated, heavy duty)

form, with the information supplied,
indicates a Ck value of 10 kHz and
an Lk value of 100 kHz. The article
states Fc is the desired frequency
to attenuate. Fc is always the cutoff
frequency in filter design as shown
in Figure 2. If an Fc of 109 kHz
as stated was used, the values of
the components arrived at by the
formulas Ck= 1 and Lk= R1
7rfcR1
rfc
would have been approximately 480
pf and 170 uh respectively.
Constant K low pass filters are
easy to design and use. With the
assistance of Sams Passive Audio
Network Design manual, I designed
and used constant K filters shown
in Figure 3a and 3b in many places

Tape tags

Cartridges, all
sizes, any length
tape (or empty),
no minimum order,
lowest prices
Cartridges: All Sizes

nation's leader in cartridge tape
technology can fill your every need,
quickly and economically. That's how we
became the leader. Write:
The

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A Filmways Company
8810 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910
(301) 588 -4983

c

Fig. 2
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able values of L and C. The curve
of attenuation progresses rapidly for
each octave from Fc, so that in the

broadcast band attenuation is
maximum.
An example of filter design for
Figure 3a is as follows; Fc = 100
kHz, Ro = Line Z (assume 600
ohms):
Lk= Ro , Lk= 600 =1.9MH
7rfc
3.14X105

1
, Ck=
1
=530 Pf
irfcRo 3.14 X 105X 600
For the specific application here,
the closest commercial values of
components could be used without
affecting the filter's performance.
High quality components should be
used in all filters. The capacitors
should have low internal dissipation and the inductors should exhibit high Q at Fc. Surplus toroids
are a low cost source of high Q
coils.
If carefully constructed, the filter
in Figure 3a will have attenuation
of 20 dB /octave or better. A
sharper attenuation rate can be
achieved by joining individual constant K sections. To add sections
it is only necessary to make the
center inductor the sum of the individual section inductors. A better

Ck=

impedance match over the filters
passband is another benefit of join-
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ing sections.
Figure 4 shows how the same
filter can be used in several un-

balanced configurations. Ck should
not be split and grounded as shown
in Figure 1. Hum can be reintroduced if the capacitors do not ex-

hibit equal Xc over the passband.
I am not an expert in filter design, but I feel my experience might
benefit others with similar problems.
Marvin J. Beasley
WJBC/ WBNQ
Bloomington, III.

Developed and used by NF SA
Prepares cable for connect¡ 's in
10 seconds
Adjusts for sto ping
requirements of all standard o -ax
connectors
Close -tolerant adjustment prevents nicked co tductors With removable insert>, accepts cable from .075" to .435" OD.
PRICE $39.50 F.O.B. San Clemente
Specify cable O.D. when ordering

Western Electronic Products Co.
107 Los Molinos, San Clemente, Calif. )2672
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Videotape Braking Problem
We were being plagued with intermittent braking action on one of
our video tape recorders. Every
once in a while when you stopped
the tape deck the brakes would
hesitate about one third of a second
before operating. This would result
in the tape going slack, which was
annoying when cuing up tapes.
This problem would show up for
part of a day then go away for a
few days. Then it stopped going
away and we found the brake sole noides were staying magnitized. Degousing them did not help at all.
Then we noticed one solenoid on
the deck giving us the problem. It
was running hotter than normal. A
current check indicated it was drawing more power than the other sole-

noids and a resistance check showed

Send Your
Exchange Ideas

to Broadcast Engineering
Yes

- We Pay

some shorted turns which were not
stopping it from working, but were
enough to prevent adequate back
EMF, when the power was removed to cancel the magnetic field
and cause immediate release. Therefore, it would take part of a second
for the solenoides magnetic field to
die, releasing the solenoid.
A quick check with the scope
showed a counter EMF of only
about 10 percent the applied voltage with the bad solenoid in the
circuit. A good solenoid produced
approximately 100 percent of applied voltage which quickly cancelled the magnetic field. Most tape
deck brake systems use two solenoids wired in parallel. One for
each hub. Even if only one developed a short, it would affect
both solenoids.
So if you have any DC solenoids
that are slow in releasing, check
for shorted turns on the solenoid.
D. Khalil Jones
Studio Engineer
KID -TV
Idaho Falls, Idaho
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Boom Mount Assembly
A complete boom mount assembly that makes possible support,
control, and mechanical isolation
for the Shure Model SM53 Microphone has been announced by Shure
Brothers Inc., Evanston, Illinois.
The assembly is made up of four
accessories, starting with the A53M
isolation mount. Designed exclusively for the SM53, it cuts mechanical shock and vibration to
virtual insignificance. It can be used
with desk stands, floor stands, and
lecture podiums in addition to
booms.

UN P0000CIS
(Use

circle number

on

reader service card for further information)

Modulation /Frequency Monitor

A combination modulation and
frequency monitor for AM transmitters, designated the BW -50, has
been announced by RCA Broadcast
Systems along with the companion
BW-60 RF amplifying unit.
The BW -50 is described as a new
approach to accurate AM transmitter
monitoring and is the first combination unit of all solid state design. It

features a 100 percent negative
peak indicator which is independent
of any calibration procedures.
The companion amplifier permits
the monitor unit to be used at a
remote point, usually the broadcast
studio. It amplifies an off -air signal
without modifying the signal's other
characteristics.
Circle Number

60 on

Reader Reply Card

Character Generator

TeleMation introduced the TCG1425 Electronic Character Generator at the NAB Convention.
The TCG -1425 incorporates a
number of features to facilitate composition and editing, including automatic line -by -line centering; a
unique hop function to shift a group
of characters or words one space
simultaneously; deletion of any letter
or line with a keyboard control;
insertion of "preview" line copy

into any other line on the page; and
a "clear page" control to delete the
entire display.
The unit functions in a static page
display, in horizontal crawl and in
vertical roll. The one -line crawl can
be positioned on any of the 14 lines.
A separate disc memory, optional
with the character generator, stores
multiple pages of information and
offers instantaneous random access
to any pre- recorded page.

To reduce noise from wind gusts
caused by swift boom swings and
air gusts indoors and out, the assembly provides an A53WS windscreen. Both front and rear windscreens are included.
The rugged A53E extension pipe
makes it possible to lower the actual
microphone mounting assembly an
additional 20 inches below the
boom to minimize difficult shadow
problems.
And to isolate vibrations reaching the microphone through the
cable, Shure offers the A53C isolation cable. The 18 -inch A53C is
designed for use with the A53M
mount. A longer version of the
same cable is built into the A53E
extension pipe assembly.
Circle Number

62 on Reader Reply
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Regulated Power Supply

Circle Number

58
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An addition to the Heath line of
power supplies is their IP -17, a
variable 0 to 400 VDC regulated
kit.
It does offer several other voltage
possibilities: 0 to -100 VDC and 6
or 12 VAC. The higher range voltages are variable, and measured
continuously by a voltmeter and a

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

milampmeter. When both high voltages are in use, the voltmeter can
be switched to show the + or voltage. And so there will be no
confusion as to which voltage is
being indicated, a pilot light comes
on over the pot control that is
being read.

The AC and DC outputs are
isolated from ground and from each
other. The unit uses circuit board
construction and a wiring harness
is supplied.
Output variation is less than
percent from no load to full load,
and output variation is less than 1
percent when a 10 percent or less
line voltage change occurs. Jitter
and noise free. The IP -17 is $110
wired, $69 in kit form.
1
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Translator Amplifier
Emcee Broadcast Products has
introduced the new TOA -100A
100 -watt UHF linear amplifier for
color television translator service.
The amplifier is designed for operation in NTSC and European CCIR
systems.
According to the company, this
unit can also be supplied as an
ultra linear amplifier or, with the

addition of its own driver, can be
supplied as a complete 100-watt
translator. In translator form it may
be used as the driver for Emcee's
1
kW UHF translator amplifier.
The TOA -100A utilizes a longlife ceramic planer triode, type TH328. The 750 watt plate dissipation
of this tube insures long life and
linearity for use as a 100-watt
amplifier. The unit covers channels
14-83 and CCIR bands IV and V.
Like the recently- developed 1 kW,
the TOA -100A is extremely economical to operate. Typical hourly
cost figures are: .05.¢ per hour for
the electricity.
Front panel metering is provided
and includes plate current and plate
voltage, filament voltage, bias voltage, peak visual power, aural power,
and reverse power.
Circle Number
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Relay System
The MA2H total solid state television relay system by Microwave
Associates has been developed for
high power intercity color or monaural television relay broadcast applications. All solid state power
output of the MA2H transmitter is

No klystron or TWT amplifiers
are used for cost savings in el imination of spare tubes. The MA :!H is
priced at $9,000 per basic repeater
system.
Multiple audio program su )carriers are available for use with the
MA2H system.
A complete repeater inch. ding
transmitter, receiver and power supply occupies only 223/4 inches of
vertical rack space in a standard
19 -inch EIA rack. Power consumption is 120 watts.
Circle Number 65 on Reader Reply Car

Coaxial Cable
Phelps Dodge Communications
Company has announced the immediate availability of Cuflex, an
all new series of copper corrug ated
Foamflex coaxial cables, 50 ohm
impedance, in 1/2", Ye " and 1% "
diameters.
The new coax was designed specifically for long run transmis: ;ion
applications as well as for high
frequency transmitting and rec!iving station antennas. Copper co :rugated Cuflex offers the advantages
(Continued on page 60)

CCA

miniautomatio

,!

10 watts (5 watts or 20 watts
optional). Receiver IF frequency is
70 MHz. Noise figure is 10 dB or
6 dB with low noise preamplifier
included.
According to the manufacturer,
S/N (EIA weighted) exceeds 72 dB
per hop, and differential gain is less
than ±0.3 dB, differential phase is
less than -70.5 degrees and frequency response is -70.3 dB maximum over 3 hops.
Ten -hop performance exceeds 62
dB video signal to noise.

Now broadcasters can automate on 3
partial or ful time basis for a modest
initial investnent. Can be expanded
to meet majc rity of applications.

AE_ECTRONICS
CORPORATION

716 JERSEY AVE.. GLOUCESTER CITY
N. J.

08030
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New Products
(Continued from page 59)
of high power, low attenuation, good
frequency response, high phase
temperature stability and low radiation plus the assurance of uni-

form electrical properties over wide
temperature variations, unlimited
operating life, light weight and low
cost.
Distinguished by a copper corrugated sheath which adds considerably to flexibility as well as to
strength and corrosion resistance,
basic cable construction consists of

TOOL KITS

FOR ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS

Industrial kit JTK -2 above (44 pieces) only
$44.50 (delivered). Write for new tool catalog.

JENSEN
4117 N.

-rooL.s

44th Street,
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a copper clad aluminum inner conductor in 1/2" and Th " cable sizes
and a hollow copper inner conductor in the 15/8" cable size. The
dielectric is a foamed polyethylene.
A Habirlene jacket can be supplied
over the outer conductor of corrugated copper for added protection.
Copper corrugated Cuflex coaxial cable in 1/2" diameter size
carries catalog number FXCC 1250; '/8 " diameter, catalog number
FXCC 78 -50; and, 15/8" diameter,
catalog number FXCC 158 -50.
Circle Number
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Sweep Signal Generator
Texscan Corporation announces
the Model VS -60 sweep signal generator. The VS -60 covers the 5
MHz range in one hand. The VS -60
can be swept up to its full width
while having sufficient stability for
narrow band circuit testing.
One of the highlights of the VS60 is the versatile marker system.
The instrument has provisions for
both single frequency and harmonic
type frequency markers with crystal
accuracies of 0.005 %. The unit also
has provisions for accepting CW
frequencies from external sources

that 10%

who don't get your sound

or your picture...

of people potentially in your market.
Now there

is a

foolproof solution. With

TRACOR 6500 Carrier Generator System
installed at each transmitter, the carriers are held so constant (within 0.05
Hz) that the effects of co- channel interference are all but eliminated. The
inherent stability of atomic standards
also eliminates the need for constant
a

adjustment- making the 6500 ideal for
remote -site. operations.
For more information on this remarkable

system, contact TRACOR, the same
people that brought atomic frequency
control for sub- carrier stabilization and
faster synchronization with Rapidframe
and Chromafix.
Leo' W

TRACOR
Indústrial Instruments Division
6500 Tracor Lane, Austin, Texas 78721, AC 512/926 -2800
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There's always

Co- channel interference, the bug -a -boo
of the fringe (and sometimes not-sofringe) areas ruins the picture for a lot

provide additional marker
capabilities.
The VS -60 provides a full 10
mw of output power in both the
CW and sweep modes. This instrument has a 0 to 3 dB vernier output
control, a 0 to 10 dB in dB step
rotary attenuator, and a 0 to 60 dB
in 10 dB step rotary attenuator.
to

Other standard features include
sweep rate that is variable from 20
seconds per sweep to 16 m.sec. per
sweep (60 Hz), built -in kHz square
wave modulation, and an external
input to the automatic leveling circuitry for externally leveling at the
device under test.
Circle Number
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Automatic Color Corrector
An advanced solid -state system
that automatically senses and balances color variations in television
programs while they are on the air
was shown for the first time to the
nation's broadcasters by CBS Laboratories, a division of Columbia
Broadcasting System, Inc., at the
National Association of Broadcasters annual meeting in Chicago
March 28 -31.
The Automatic Color Corrector
Model 6000 is the first system of
its kind to operate in real time
unattended to maintain consistent
color balance for live or recorded
program material.
The new system, which has been
under an intensive evaluation program at the CBS Television Network, will be integrated into
broadcast operations for on -line use
as soon as possible, according to
Joseph A. Flaherty, General Manager of Engineering and Development for the network.
The Automatic Color Corrector
6000 will be marketed for less than
$5,000 under an exclusive franchise
distribution by the CBS Laboratories Professional Products Department.
In operation, the Color Corrector
eliminates the problem of color
matching when a studio program,
for example, is succeeded by tape

IA-145
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or film, or by a segment made
outdoors under varying lighting
conditions.
The system also makes it possible
to adjust color program balance
a videotape playback. In addition,
program segments and television
commercials shot at different times
under varying light conditions can
be previewed with the unit and their
color tones balanced automatically
to match the overall program. As
a result, corrections are made in
real time without the viewer sensing
any variation.
The automatic color corrector
which was invented by Renville H.
McMann, Jr., CBS Laboratories
Vice President for Engineering, and
Clyde W. Smith, a senior engineer
with the Electronic Systems Department-balances the color tones by
generating a correction signal. This
signal is added to the incoming
signal only when required. The system closely simulates operating controls used to balance one camera
or videotape against another.

-
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Video Switcher
Ball Brothers is introducing a
video Production Center VPC -8
with combined switching, effects,

Remote Control System
A new all solid -state, 15- channel
remote control system has been announced by Moseley Associates,
Inc., of Santa Barbara, California.
The system, designated Model
PBR -15A, has 15 metering positions plus calibration, and will
handle up to 30 individual control
functions. Three basic versions of
the system are available utilizing
plug-in printed circuit modules for
field convertibility to fulfill future

signal generation and video processing to allow the production of television program information in a
compact package suitable for monochrome or color remote van

operation.
The VPC -8 has 8 video inputs,
self -generated black and the following effects: mix, external key, 3
wipes, and mat, 4 busses with complete preview facilities, A and B
mix. The above allows complete
production flexibility. Vertical interval switching is performed with
lighted push- buttons designating
switch selection. Standard EIA rack
mounting of 101/2" for the electronics, 51/4" rack for the separate
power supply. Prices are: 4 input,
$3240; six input, $3840; eight input, $4450.
Circle Number
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Film Chain
Until a suitable and economical
programming pattern emerges,
CATV operators must look to existing sources for material. The most
readily available is the vast library
of 16mm films from governmental,
educational and industrial sources,
as well as from commercial film
rental libraries. Most are available
to CATV operators and can be
(Continued on page 62)

requirements without rewiring.
These versions are the PBR -15AD
for operation over a single DC
telephone line.
The PBR -15AW operates over a
single voice -grade telephone circuit,
and the PBR -15AR is for radio
(STL) or wireless applications. The
standard radio version includes a
control subcarrier generator and detector for use with the firm's aural
STL's. An optional alarm system
is available.

Proven
Performance
Power
Amplifiers
from
Fairchild!
MODEL 610
FEATURES
10 Watts

Low

P,

Distoitï

L' Flat Frequar
Response

Self -contain
Power Supplii
Bridging Im

MODEL 870
FEATURES
70 Watts RMS
Low Distortion

El Plug -in Driver Circuit
High Damping Factor

For complete details write today

tc

FAIRCHIL

Sound Equipment Corporation
Ave.,L.1.C., N. Y. 1110

10 -40 45th
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CCA ELECTRON!
Announces a

25KWF
AIR COOLED TRANSMI
WITH INDEPENDENT 3

W

DRIVER AND ONE PO

R

AMPLIFIER TUBE

00

CCACORPORATIO
716 JERSEY AVE., GLOUCESTER
N. J.
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(Continued from page 61)

cleared for use on commercial
television.
16mm motion pictures are put
on television by the use of special
projectors whose shutter is synchronized with the scanning rate of the
TV camera. The projector and
camera are close -coupled to eliminate stray reflections, and the audio
is amplified directly from the sound
track of the film. More sophisticated equipment now includes up
to three audio -visual inputs which
can include a 16mm film, 35mnm

GET

SECOND
LIFE
FROM YOUR
POWER TUBES

...

at about 50% of
original cost!

Emission life of a thoriated tungsten
filament depends on carbon evaporation. When the carbon is depleted,
emission drops. Until now, you were
in for an expensive replacement!
Now Freeland Products offers expert
reprocessing of certain types of

thoriated filament tubes. Our service
is backed by a warranty and over
30 years experience.
Send today for descriptive brochure
and price list. Freeland reprocessing

assures FULL AVERAGE EMISSION
LIFE of new tubes
you'll save

-yet

up to 50% of original cost!

filmstrip and 2 x 2 slides.
A new maxi -media Multiplex
Film Chain of this type is announced by Kalart Victor of
Plainville, Connecticut. It features
extremely fast image transfer so
media changes can be made while
the camera is on line. Such equipment is a boon to CATV operators
whose need for low priced studio
equipment encompasses many forms
of local program origination.
Circle Number
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Audio Control Center
A unique "Audio Control Center," combining complete program
audio and monitoring amplifiers has
recently been introduced to broadcasters by Gates Radio Company.
Although intended primarily for
controlling audio in program automation systems, the Gates Audio
Control Centers will find applications in many other broadcast audio
installations.
Sync Generator
The International Nuclear Model
#TSG -502-L sync generator is a
professional quality monochrome
sync generator designed for Broadcast, CATV, CCTV and ETV small
studio video origination systems.
The INC Model TSG -502-L sync
generator is a solid -state unit, using
integrated circuit binary elements
for both the countdown from the
31.5 KHz and for the generation
of the vertical timing intervals. This
system insures that these intervals
are exactly controlled by the 31.5
KHz timing pips generated by the
crystal and provides horizontal
drive, vertical drive, composite sync

Available in mono or stereo versions, the Audio Control Center
combines VU metering, program
output, and audio monitoring in
one compact 51 inch rack-mount
unit. The stereo version also has a
provision for the L +R, sum channel, output module.
The Gates ACC -1 monophonic
audio control center is fully self-

contained in

a 51

inch rack

mounted unit while the ACC -2
stereophonic package includes a
separate 31
inch power supply
panel which may be mounted adjacent to the ACC -2 control center
or separated up to ten feet.
Solid- Statesman modular amplifiers, as used in Gates' broadcast
audio consoles, provide high performance with program amplifier
output capability up to +26 dBm
( +8 dBm nominal) and plug-in
monitoring amplifiers at 10 watts
( +40 dBm) per channel.
Circle Number
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and composite blanking signals in
accordance with EIA -RS -170 and
Broadcast television standards.
The AC line lock module number #52 -683 provides sync output
with the vertical component phase
locked to the AC power line.
Front panel controls and switch
provide 180° phase shift and approximately -±80 degrees of continuously variable phase shift
adjustment of vertical sync relative
to the 60 cycle power.
A three position switch selects
the Internal 31.5 KHz crystal, external 31.5 KHz drive or drive from
INC Model TCS2 Color Standard,
or AC Line Lock.

Scores of Satisfied

Customers
WAOK
KBCL
KBHS
WBKH
KCIJ

KHOF
KHOM
KHOU

KPQ
WPLO
KXXK
WQAM
WQMV
WRUF
WSMB
WTAE
WTIX
KVAL
KVOL
KWHI
WWST
WYES-TV
WPRS
WVHI

WAL

KCIM

WHAS
WHO

WCCO

WIRK

WCMI

WJCW
WJOX

WDAE
WDAK
KELI
WEEB
KFDA
WFOR
KGBC
KGUD
WGNY

WALS

WKIZ
KLCN

KLIV
WMRI
KOKE
KOMA

And Many Morel

Freeland Products Co.
3233 Conti St.

New Orleans, La. 70119

504/822-9223
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CATV SCOPE
(Continued from page 20)

M.
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Distribution
Amplifier
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DIRECTIONAL
COUPLER

FROM
HEAD END

TO DISTRIBUTION

PETWORK

VIDEO
TV
MODULATOR

AUDIO

dual -oscillator system (Figure 7).
Since a TV station transmits a
vestigial sideband AM visual signal,
and a double sideband visual AM
signal is produced when using either
of the above techniques, the unwanted (lower) visual signal side band should be tapered off to avoid
interfering with an adjacent channel. This can be accomplished by
including a vestigial sideband filter
or by tuning the visual signal RF
amplifier so that the band occupancy will be as shown in Figure 8.
As stated earlier, the aural and
visual RF signals are fed to the
cable through a combining network
(diplexer) of which a circuitry
example is given in Figure 9.
Much wider use of TV modulators will be made as more CATV
systems start originating their own
programs. The TV modulators and
off- the -air TV signal processing
equipment are usually installed at
the head end. This is convenient
when the LOP studio is at or very
near the head end.
The studio, however, can be
downstream alongside the trunk
cable, when more convenient. In
this case the TV modulator for the
LOP channel can be at the studio
and its output can be fed into the
trunk cable through a directional
coupler, as shown in Figure 10. The
LOP signal injection point, however, must be ahead of the first
bridger.

100. ATLAS SOUND -Compact, high-audibility Model EC -10
loundspeaker is described in a new
literature sheet from Atlas Sound.
The double re- entrant type EC -10
is designed for use in sound systems or in conjunction with mobile
and citizen band transceivers. Also,
its frequency response range makes
it particularly suitable as a highly
sensitive microphone for intercom
talk -back applications. The sturdy,
weatherproof, 6 -watt unit is designed for indoor or outdoor
installation and for applications
requiring small size, low weight and
modern appearance.
101. BELL P/A PRODUCTS
new six -page catalog
CORP.
from Bell P/A Products Corp. gives
detailed specifications and descriptions of the company's broad line of
commercial sound components and
special purpose sound system products. Designed for insertion into
standard catalog binders, the double-fold catalog covers a wide array
of Bell P/A sound system products
including amplifiers, tuners, boosters, mixers, turntables and record
changers, carrying cases and cabinetry. Highlighted are the various
families of Bell P/A amplifiers.
Complete specifications and photographed configurations are included
for the Bell P/A Mod Series; the
Carillon Series; the TPA (Transistorized Power Amplifier) Series, and
the SLA Series of automatic limiting amplifiers. The Mod Series amplifiers feature one to eight modular
input preamps. The unique packaging makes possible a virtually unlimited number of applications for
output power requirements from 20
watts to 200 watts at 5 percent,
total harmonic distortion.
102. CHIRON TELESYSTEMS
two -page brochure describing
the Model D -1500, a totally selfcontained, compact, low -cost key-

The solid state AD1 B distributes auc Jo

signals to five separate points withir a
studio system or to telephone lines. O tout level controls are individually
justable. Adding our AD1 B -X charextenders allows up to 25 channe s
be accommodated, with input metering
and audio monitoring for all 25 prow d.ld
by the AD1 B. Both units meet traditior 31
SPOTMASTER standards of pert crmance and reliability. Response is essentially flat from 40 to 20,000 Hz with
low distortion and noise and 60 db
channel isolation. Input transformes
are standard; the user may specify either
balanced output transformers or c --balanced emitter follower outputs. VJr ,
for details:
1

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A Fllmways Company
8810 Brookville Rd., SilverSpring, Md.

-A

-A

41
AUDIO CONSOLES a

REALISTIC PRICE
'4"1.11111Wonamo

MONO

STEFE

5 CHANNEL

$ 995.

$159

8 CHANNEL

$1695.

$249'

$1995.

$299'

PRE -WIRED
5 SYSTEM

QRK

ELECTRONI
PRODUCTS,

1568 NORTH SIERRA VISTA.

IN

FRES'J

Phone. (209) 251 421
CALIF. 93733
F Subsidiu, y of CCA

CCA ELECTRONICS COR

716 JERSE' AVE.. GLOUCESTER CI -y
N

J.
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HEW IC...OP
AMP AUDIO D.A.
Model A100

IS ONE FOR
THE BOOK
BROADCAST fOOIrMENT TELEVISION
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board /memory /display character
generator is now available. The generator offers 15 rows of display and
features capabilities found in more
expensive titling systems. The Model D -1500 Television Character
Generator is priced at $4,000.
103. CHRONO -LOG CORPORATION-The Chrono -log Series
3000 Oscillographic Time Code
Generator is described in a new bulletin. This new instrument records
real time or elapsed time on a recording oscillograph and provides
the actual time of occurrence of
phenomena recorded on other channels. Recordings from different oscillographs can be precisely correlated on a time basis. It is possible
to read the exact time to one second
resolution at any point in a trace
without having to search back over
long chart rolls. The bulletin gives
complete technical data and describes the operation in detail.
104. CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS
new 24 -page, full -color brochure
describes "a practical approach" for
training of employees in industry.
The brochure describes how unique

-A

COMPUTEN COI?

method teaches workers quickly and
economically the specific electronics knowledge they need. It explains
how full -time employees can be
trained on their own time, at home,
or on company time.
105. COHU ELECTRONICS,
INC.
new color sync generator
for broadcast television stations that
provides jitter -free sync from a
digitally -generated time base is
described in data sheet 6 -534 published by Cohu. The data sheet
includes a complete description of
the sync generator and its options
including BNC or UHF connectors.
106. HEWLETT PACKARD
CO.- Finding the right power supply is simple using the tables in a
new Hewlett -Packard "DC Power
Supply Selection Guide ". General
purpose and special purpose power
supplies are listed by voltage and
current output in this new 36 -page
booklet. Either the voltage range
or current output desired are selected from the tables, and specifications of appropriate supplies are
given in columns below. The easy to -read specifications include ratings
performance and special features.

-A

For

More

Information
on Products

advertised
or

At $171, our new Model
A100 is another uncom-

mon value in audio and
video modules. It's in THE
book
Tel Comp's new
9 7
catalog and price
list! A100 features 6 outputs, + 20 DBM each,
.

.

.

Handle up to 600 feet of
1/2" O.D. cable on this
low -cost reel on wheels.
Solid steel construction for
years of service. Easy
crank rewinding. Adjustable
drag and brake control.
Steel disc wheels with
rubber tires.

described
in this

issue

I

60DB isolation between
outputs, 20DB gain for
unity adjustment. 12 units
use only 5-1/4" rack space.
Order now. For better

broadcast equipment

made by broadcast engineers... write for your free
Tel Comp catalog.

TELCOMP
Division of TV and Computer Corp.
2385 Beryllium Rd.

Scotch Plains, N. J. 07076
201/233.6200
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Send for complete catalog of
standard and custom-built
reels to handle cable for

broadcast equipment.

HANNAY

REELS

CLIFFORD B. HANNAY & SON, INC., WESTERLO, NEW YORK 12193
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Electric Generating Systems is the kind of handbook
you need if you have any kind of standby or emergency
generating system in your plant. It's written by Loren
Mages.
While the author does not show a variety of manufacturers' equipment, he does go into detail on everything from the selection of systems to their maintenance. In this connection, there is a lengthy chapter
on trouble shooting generating systems.
Of special interest to broadcasters who maintain
emergency power systems or are thinking in that direction is a chapter on system installation. In many cases
the emergency power plant fails because of improper
installation. The author has (and this editor, too) seen
installations that look good, but are destined for troubles of their own.
This book is available by book number 23179,
AUDEL BOOK DIVISION, Howard W. Sams & Co.,
4300 West 62nd Street, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206.
Closed- Circuit Television Production Techniques is
concerned with the production principles that are involved in closed- circuit television presentations. The
authors, Larry G. Goodwin and Thomas Koehring
cover the technical aspects, studio layout, camera operations, audio, lighting, graphics and sets, scripts, and
presentation techniques of the field.
The final chapter is devoted to the broad scope of
the applications of closed-circuit television. Many of
the actual applications in the fields of education, medicine, sports, business and industry, and others are
described.
This book goes a long way to offer closed- circuit
television users simple, but thorough, production principles that can be used in day -to-day operations.
This book is available through HOWARD W. SAMS
& CO., INC., The Bobbs- Merrill Co., Inc., 4300 W.
62nd Street, Indianapolis, Ind. 46206.

FET Applications Handbook is one of the most current and comprehensive guides available for anyone
needing practical design data on FET circuits. Now
containing nearly 25 percent more material than before, the updated and expanded second edition contains
six new chapters.
The content covers FET types, parameters and characteristics, and operational modes. Emphasis is on
applications from linear circuits to switching circuits
and IC's.
The in-depth information provided in this book will
be of value to anyone looking for new ideas and unique
circuit applications, including many basic circuit descriptions.
Illustrated with over 250 circuit drawings and graphs,
the content includes practical mathematical analyses to
explain operation and design detail. Appendices contain often -needed design data and charts arranged to
serve as a convenient quick- reference source.
This book is available through TAB BOOKS, Blue
Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.
April, 1971

"Want a Good Job
in Broadcasting?

You'll Need a
First Class FCC License."
Matt Stuczynski knows. He's the Senior Transmitter Opera or of
Radio Station WBOE. His story is typical of hundreds of me who
have used Cleveland Institute Training as a springboard to s ccess
in Broadcasting. Here's what Matt says about Cleveland Ins tute:
"I give Cleveland Institute credit for my First Class FCC Lice -Ise.
Even though I had only 6 weeks of high school algebra, CE's
AUTO- PROGRAMMEDTK lessons really made electronics
theory and fundamentals easy. After completing the CIE co arse,
I took and passed the First Class Exam. I now have a gooc job
in studio operation, transmitting, proof of performance, ec uipment servicing. Believe me, a Commercial FCC License is a
`must' for a career in Broadcasting."
If you want rapid advancement in broadcasting, the first step is a
First Class FCC ticket with your name on it. And Cleveland Institute Home Study is a fast, economical way to get one. What's nore,
CIE backs their licensing programs with this money -back wan anty:
"A CIE License Course will quickly prepare you for a First
Class FCC License. If you complete the course but fail to pass
the exam on your first attempt, CIE will refund all tuition."
With Cleveland Institute you get your First Class FCC Lice ,c or
your money back! Send coupon today for FREE book or w to to
Cleveland Institute of Electronics, 1776 E. 17th St., Dept. 11E-69
Cleveland, Ohio 44114.
ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL
All CIE courses are available under the new G.I. Bill.
if you served on active duty since January 31, 1955. c,r
are in service now, check box in coupon for G.I. Bill

information.

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR FREE B

CIE

i

it

Cleveland Institutce
of Electronics

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44111

Please send me your FREE book, "How
To Get A Commercial FCC License.'
Name
(please print)

Address

City

lip

State

I

Occupation

I

O Veterans check here for GI Bill information

age

Accredited Member National Home Study Council
Since 1934

A Leader in Electronics Training

...
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FCC Invites Comments On

EVALUATE VIDEO TAPES

Off -line
using the new

RECORTEC

VIDEO TAPE
EVA LUATO R

Display total number of edge damages.
Display total number of surface defects.
Display total tape time.
Tape fully cleaned, uniformly packed and
degaussed.

Longitudinal testing of video tapes at high speed
makes it possible to evaluate and rewind a one hour reel in 10 minutes. Tape edge damage which
an cause control signal variations and audio dropouts is readily identified. Detected video dropouts
exhibit excellent correlation with results obtained
by evaluating the same tape on a VTR.
c

If your operation requires testing of tapes, this
equipment will quickly pay for itself by keeping
your valuable VI for more productive applications.
Additional savings can be obtained by rehabilitating
tapes and reducing VTR head wear.

Write or call

us

for details. Phone (415) 961 -8821

RECORTEC, INC.
160 East Dana SI.,

Mountain View, California 94040
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Program Identification Ruling
The FCC has invited comments in a further rule
making notice (Docket 18877) in an action that would
amend Part 73 of the Rules.
This action deals with rules authorizing the use of
coded information in the aural transmissions of radio
and TV stations for automatic program identification.
It also questions whether the rules should be based on
proposals by Audicom Corporation or International Digisonics Corporation (IDC), or some modification of
their two proposals.
The Commission also invited comments on a proposal by Storer Broadcasting Company for possible
licensing and regulation by the Commission of those
furnishing encoded material to broadcasters.
The Commission authorized Audicom and IDC to
conduct on- the -air tests of their systems and to file
reports of the results by June 1, 1971.
In a rule making notice of June 10, 1970, the Corn mission had invited comments on possible adoption
of a rule based on an aural program identification system developed by Audicom. IDC, author of a visual
identification code system on which the Commission
based its amended rules permitting TV stations to transmit a visual code for program identification (FCC 69765), petitioned the Commission to expand its rule
making to consider an aural identification system it
had devised that is substantially different from Audi corn's. IDC's petition was supported by Audicom.
The Commission found IDC's request in the public
interest. It stated that since the IDC and Audicom systems are alleged to differ in the degree to which the
identification information affects programming, and in
the level of reliability at which the identification function will be performed under practical operating conditions, both parties are expected, in the tests they will
make, to thoroughly investigate these aspects of their
respective systems, and to present the results in a form
permitting comparative evaluation.
Audicom had proposed a system using a frequency
modulated identification signal, placed in a "window"
60 c/s in width, cut in the program material for the
duration of the signal transmission (two seconds) at a
frequency of about 3000 c /s, with a maximum signal
intensity limited to a level not in excess of minus 50
dB with respect to 100 percent modulation.
IDC proposed the use of a coded identification signal centered on the frequency 100 c /s, with an occupied bandwidth of 20 c/s. Information in this band
would be carried by pulse duration modulation at a
level not exceeding minus 12 dB with respect to the
level for 100 percent modulation. Transmission time
for any single identification code would not exceed four
seconds.
Interested parties may file comments on the Commission proposals on or before July 1, 1971, and reply
comments on or before August 2, 1971.
Action by the Commission February 10, 1971, by
Notice of Proposed Rule Making. Commissioners
Burch (Chairman), Bartley, Robert E. Lee, Johnson,
H. Rex Lee, Wells and Houser.
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CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT -Com-

DENVER, COLORADO 80206

$100,000
INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE
20 -30- 40%

Member AFCCE
TWX 910-931-0514

Savings off current list prices on Ampex,
Bell & Howell helical video tape recorders
and accessories. New Equipment in original
factory sealed cartons. Can be used as
origination equipment for ITFS or CAN.

AMPEX SERVICE COMPANY
A Department Of Ampex Corporation
500 Rodier Drive, Glendale. California 91201
(213) 245 -9373
Service center for repair, modification, rebuilding of all Ampex helical -scan video recorders and associated equipment. Also the
complete Ampex auI
dio line.

Contact-Ed

Wille, Video

Sales

19 E. Quincy
(A

-

RCA Transmitter Type TT -5, water -cooled

Street

-(Ch.

2) used as a spare at the above
location until October 1, 1969. Equipment
still installed; to be sold as is. Buyer to
remove, $5,000. L. A. Pierce, 630 N.
McClurg Court, Chicago. Illinois 60611.
1 -71 -tf
(12) WH 4 -6000.

Phone 312-447-2401
Member AFCCE

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM -FM -TV
445 Concord Ave.

Phone 876 -2810

Cambridge. Mass. 02138

FOR SALE: TK -26B color film chain less
projectors and multiplexer. FOB plus
crate and shipping. Broacast Engineering, Dept. 250, 1014 Wyandotte St., Kan-

sas City, Mo. 64105.

3 -71 -2t

FOR SALE: Palmer 16MM B/W Kinescope system model VFR -2S. FOB plus

crate and ship. Broadcasting Engineering, Dept. 251, 1014 Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Mo, 64105.

3 -71 -2t

FOR SALE: AMPEX VR- 7800 -16 color
helical recorder with processor. FOB plus
crate and ship. Broadcast Engineering,
Dept. 252, 1014 Wyandotte St., Kansas
City, Missouri 64105.
3 -71 -2t

Ú
Advertising rates in Classified Section are
per word, each insertion, and must be accompanied by cash to insure publication.
150

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full

word. Upper case words, 30e each.

Minimum classified charge, $2.00.

For ads on which replies are sent to us for
forwarding, there is an additional charge of
82.00 to cover department number, etc., which
is printed in advertising copy, and processing
of replies.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any products regularly produced by
manufacturers unless used and no longer
owned by the manufacturer or a distributor.

Complete Tape Duplicating System. Convertible 8- track /4- track, 1" Master and
Bin with Ten !á" Slaves. Reliable,
Trouble -free Operation. Some Support
Equipment Available. Greatly Reduced
Price. P. O. Box 65856, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90065. Stn. 967
3 -71 -4t
For Sale -two Gates model SA -39 limiters. excellent condition-$225 each. One
Hewlett- Packard model 335 FM frequency modulation monitor
$275.
WSOM, Salem, Ohio 44460 -Phone 2221011. area code 216.
4 -71 -2t

-

Sound level meters, General Radio 1551C,
$285 each. New -never used, F.O.B., S.
Mieth, P. O. Box 456, Santa Ynez, Calif.
93460.
4 -71 -1t

Equipment Wanted
WANTED: Spare cavities for RCA TTUIB television transmitter, We need doubler. I.P.A. and final cavities. Contact:
David Layne. Chief Engineer., P, O. Box
3689, Modesto, California 95352. 3 -71 -2t

RCA COLOR TELEMURAL PROJECTOR.
Projects color TV picture for auditorium
or classroom. 800 people can easily view
6'x8' picture. TLS -50 takes standard

NTSC video input w, separate or composite sync. and is complete w /portable

WANTED IMMEDIATELY. One KW AM
Transmitter, good condition. Also interested all AM, FM Transmitters. Geleco

Electronics, Thorncliffe Dr., Unit 28,
Toronto 17, Canada. Phone 416 -421 -5631.
4

4 -71

-1t

Finest RF coils, contactors, switches. custom ATU systems built for customers or
dealers. Write or phone for catalogue.
Geleco Electronics Ltd., 2 Thorncliffe
Park Drive, Toronto 17, Ontario. Phone
8 -70 -tf
416- 421 -5631.

Bargain -General Electric Pyranol. capacitors, 25 mfd. 6250 volts. 18 incites by
17 inches by 5 inches. Weigh 65 lbs. $20
F.O.B. William Ackard, 729 E. 17t1- Ave.,
Denver, Colo. 80203.
-71 -3t
"New & Used Towers, Buy, Sell or Trade,
Erect, Bill Angle, 919 -752 -3040, B.ïx 55,
2 -71 -tf
Greenville, N.C. 27834."
OUR LATEST USED EQUIPMENT BULLETIN IS OUT! If you have not received
your copy, write us. The Maze Ccrporation, P.O. Box 6636, Birmingham,, Ala: -71 -2t
bama 35210.

FOR SALE
Following used equipment in good condition:
3 RCA TK31 camera chains
each 4000.00
1
.1 watt microwave link complete
5650.00
200.00
1
TA9 stab amplifier
390.00
1
TS5A switcher
each. 300.00
TM5A Master Monitors
5
each200.00
2 TK20C Icon Cameras
each. 50.00
12 580D power supplies
plus other RCA equipment and
master
Electric
1
General
200.00
monitor
300.00
1
Sync generator
50.00
1
TV19B Video mixing amplifier
50.00
1
TV 51B sync mixing amplifier
2 TV 17B video DA and power
each 150.00
supply
Zoomar lens 10:1 50mm -175mm 895.00
1
1
Eastman 275 movie projector Z 000.00
1
Ampex VR1000B tape recorder
'500,00
with 3 Mark III heads
Contact: Chief Engineer, WXXI /Gunnel
21, 410 Alexander Street, Rochester_ New
3 -71 -2t
York 14607.

Excellent buy in new General Radio AM
frequency monitor, also good rEconditioned Gates and G. R. monito s, on
your frequency. Will consider n.onitor
trade -in. Eidson Electronic Co., B.:ox 96,
Temple Texas 76501, phone 817-774-3901.

3 -71 -2t

Prodelin No. 122 -845 6Ve" line breakaway
ass'y $225.00. ea. Andrew No. 2318T adaptor section w/O ring and hardware S10.00
ea. Bird No. 461000 line section 60KW,
50 ohm, with 2 - 30 MC elements 9i1.00.00
ea. All items are unused. A.R.C. Sales,
181 E. Wilson Bridge Rd.. Worthington,
Ohio

43085.

-71 -2t

-71 -1t

TEST EQUIPMENT wanted: field intensity meter. RF bridge, frequency meas-

uring, etc. Dept. 253, Broadcast Engineering.
4 -71 -1t
April, 1971

cabinet, speakers and instruction manual.
Good condition. Make offer over $1000.
Alan Gordon Enterprises, 5362 Cahuenga,
North Hollywood, Calif. 91601. (213) 9855500.

-

bargain price
tested and certified.
Write /call for price and stock list Sierra- Western Electric. Box 23872, Oakland,
Calif. 94623. Tele: (415) 832 -3527. 1-71 -tf

KEAN

Chicago Suburb)

Surplus audio and video patch panes and
patch cords. 500 to 500 ohm repeat coils
flat to 20,000 cycles. Send for lis'. Gulf
Electro- Sales, Inc., 6325 Beverly- Hill,
9 -70-tf
Houston, Texas 77027.
HELIAX -STYROFLEX. Large stocks

3540 N. 126th St.
Milwaukee, Wis. 53005
(414) 781-3084

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Riverside, Illinois 60546

pletely reconditioned Spotmaster and
Tapecaster Record /Playbacks, $375.00.
Playbacks $250.00. 30 -day money -back
guarantee on all equipment. BROADCAST
PRODUCTS CO., INC. 12330 Wilkins Avenue, Rockville, Maryland 20852. Ph: 301933 -3400.
10 -69-tf

Manager

Ken -Corn

AMPEXJ

F.

GROUND SYSTEM COPPER: 600 pound
reel of no. 10 bare solid copper, as packed
by the manufacturer. $800. Contac Greg
Zaker at WIXZ, McKeesport, Pa. 15132,
412 -678 -8888.
3 -71 -2t

Equipment for Sale

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
345 Colorado Blvd.
Phone: Area Code 303) 333.5562

WALTER

Equipment for Sale (Cont.)

D

AMPEX VR -1002, allenized with Amtec;
GPL 16min film chain projectors, much
other used television equipment. Call or
write: Marquette University, Radio and
Television, 625 North 15 Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233. 224 -7467. 4 -71 -1t
2

Radio Station For Sale
5,000 Watt RADIO STATION, EASTERN
ARIZONA. $195,000 . . 29% down P. O.
Box 880, Willcox, Arizona.
3 -71 -4t

67

Help Wanted

IfIE1

D.

Maintance Engineer needed for a 5KW
directional in Northern Virginia. No announcing required. Equipment and working conditions are excellent. Send qualifications and salary requirements to:
WPRW Radio, P. O. Box 151, Manassas,
Virginia 22110, (703) 368 -3108.
3 -71 -2t
WANTED, TV studio technicians
experience preferred. Union Shop
fringe
benefits
Equal Opportunity Employer
Send resume to Engineering Department. WNAC -TV, RKO General Building,
Government Center
Boston. Mass.
3 -71 -4t

...

INDEX

WE'RE LOOKING
FOR AN ELECTRONICS ENGINEER

American Electronic

Laboratories,

Inc.

..

Andrew Corporation

WHO IS MORE THAN JUST AN
9

ENGINEER -MUCH MORE!

5

for

.

Belar Electronic Laboratory Inc.

16

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

.

.

.

8, 56, 63

To advance in electronics, knowledge and

ability are required. Grantham offers
correspondence and resident instruction,
in depth, leading to the degree of Associate in Science in Electronics Engineering. G. I. Bill approved. Credit for previous training and experience allowed.
Free Catalog Write: Dept. E -2, Grantham
School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western
Ave., Hollywood, California 90027. 6 -67 -tf

First phone through tape recorded lessons
at home plus one week personal instruction in Washington, DC. Atlanta. Boston.
Detroit. New Orleans. Minneapolis, Seattle, Denver. Portland. Los Angeles.
Proven results. Our 17th year teaching
FCC license courses. Bob Johnson Radio
License Preparation, 1060D Duncan. Manhattan Beach. Calif. 80266- Phone 2131 -69 -U

379 -4461.

CBS

Laboratories

Research

&

Development Dept.

CCA

Electronics Corp. ..13, 17, 57, 59, 61, 63

Canon

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Qualify for any
of the following positions: RCA CCTV
Equipment, monochrome or color. SalesProject
men
TV Systems Engineers
Managers
Engineers
Supervisors
Video EngiMaintenance Technicians
neers to work either New York. Pennsylvania. New Jersey or California area.
Write: RCA Rep.. P. O Box 268, New
4 -70 -tf
Hyde Park. New York 11040.

-- -

-

Services
CRYSTAL & MONITOR SERVICE. Frequency change, repair or replacement of
oven type broadcast crystals. Also frequency change and recalibration or repair
of AM frequency monitors, and H -P FM
monitors. Fast service at reasonable
prices. 30 years experience! Call or write:
Eidson Electronic Co. Box 96, Temple,
9- 70 -12t
Tx. 76501. Pho. 817 773 -3901.
B. F. CUSTOM CASSETTE CARTRIDGE

DUPLICATION. In cassette duplicating
one to four channels. Editing master tape
and pulsing for slide films. Storycraft
Service Corporation. 18630 Detroit Avenue. Lakewood, Ohio 44107. (216) 2211 -71 -6t
4722.

Buying? Selling?

Get Results
with Classified Ads
In

Broadcast Engineering

Cable Communications Company

Cover 4

Inc.

Cover

must be: A good administrator who can
run an R & D Department
and serve as liaison with
top management.

He

3

Charles Machine Div. Ditch Witch Trencher 19

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
Coast Navigation School
Cohu Electronics, Inc.

Collins Radio Company

Training

68

Inc.

.

Job Headquarters for all Radio and Television Engineers. Immediate openings exist in 9 western states and elsewhere for
qualified engineer and technical personnel. All categories from trainees to experienced transmitter maintenance, chief,
assistant chief, live color video maintenance and technical operations. Send us
your complete resume now. The AMPS
Agency. 3924 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles. California 90005. Telephone DU 83116. By Broadcasters -For Broadcasters.
11 -68 -tf

- -

Broadcast Electronics,

Electra- Voice,

Inc.

Co.

Gates Radio Company
The Grass Valley Group, Inc.

a

iron, a patent
lawyer, or making money.

8

A

1

Cover 2

top quality electronics engineer, with background in
UHF, RF, and Digital
helpful, but not essential,
VHF,

A

13, 61

62

7

man who is not afraid of

soldering

10

Fairchild Sound Equipment Corp.
Freeland Products

A

65

man who gets excited by
the idea of making a small
company become the biggest and best in the
business.

Contact: Wright

3

P. O.

Drawer K

Sarasota, Florida 33578
Clifford

Hannay & Son, Inc.

B.

Jensen Tools and Alloys

64

60

Liberty Industries, Inc.

55

Lipsner -Smith Corporation

47

Minneapolis Magnetics, Inc.

55

National Electrolab Associates Ltd.

17

North American Philips Corp. AKG

33

Permadyne Electronics Corporation

14

SALES

MANAGER
leading manufacturer of C.R.T.
equipment for the broadcast industry seeks someone experienced in sales & marketing of
video monitoring equipment.
A

Philips Broadcast Equip. Corp.

44,45
48.49

RCA

Corp.

RCA

Service Company

37

Electronic Components

11

Inc.

12

RCA
RF

Systems,

Recortec,

Inc.

Sparta Electronic

66

Corp.

Spotmaster

15, 53
8, 56,63

Duties are to sell and market our
equipment to the public, closed
circuit & educational TV broadcasters, OEM customers & distributors. Requirements are a
technical degree and 8 to 10
years of broadcast industry experience with sales exposure.

excellent salary, a
good benefits program and the
opportunity to grow. Send your
confidential resume, n c u d n g
salary to:
We offer an

i

Superscope, Inc.

53

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.

21

Taber Manufacturing & Eng. Co.

15

TeleComp Div. of TV Computer Corp

64

TeleMation, Inc.
Telemet Company
Tracor,

Inc.

Western Electronic Products Co.

24, 25
29
60

l

i

Box 158 -B, 20 W. 43 St., N. V. 10036
An equal opportunity employer

For Late Breaking
News
Read "Direct Current"
Page 4
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING

We've dot

P17X30B2

your lens 1

Broadcast or CCTV, manual or motor, 1" or 1g"
plumbicon or 1 ", %" vidicon- Canon's almost
sure to have just the size and performance you
need, plus extra features you can't afford to

This lens is most suitable for telecastin. in dim
light conditions, providing ideal pictures or field

pass up.
There are good reasons why the big names use
Canon lenses when they build their cameras
and it's not just price or range. It's also to get
the optimum in clear, sharp images for any
TV need.
Check our new pride, for example: Canon
TV Zoom Lens P17X30B2. Even with a zoom
ratio of 17X, the relative aperture at maxi-

Here are a few examples of th. whole
Canon line.

1

events in huge open areas like race tracks and

athletic fields.

-

Manual

servonze:/moconzeu

P17X30B2
P10X2DB4
plumbicon P10X20
PV10X16
1""
plumbicon PV10X15B
V1OXIJR(DC)
V10X15
V6X16R(AC/DC;
V6X16
1" vidicon V5X20
V4X25R
11/4-

V4X25

(AC/DC, EE;

J10X13

mum focal length is F2.5 (440- 500mm).
At 30 -440mm it's an impressive F2.2.

%" vidicon

J5X35
J4X12

For 1" vidicon cameras, try the
Canon fixed focal length lenses;
they range from 100mm to 13mm.

Professional 16mm movie photography takes on a new simultaneous sound recording di Tension
with the Canon Sound Scoopic
200 ( 200 ft. film magaz ne).
Sound Scoopic 200

CANON U.S.A., INC.: 64 -10 Queens Blvd., Woodside, New York 11377, U.S.A. (Phone) 212 -4785600 CANON OPTICS & BUSINESS MACHINES CO., INC.: 3113 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90005, U.S.A. CANON AMSTERDAM N.V.: Gebouw 70, Schiphol Oost, Holland
CANON LATIN AMERICA, INC.: Apartado 7022, Panama 5, Panama CANON INC.: 9 -9, Ginza
5- chome, Chuo -ku, Tokyo 104, Japan

Circle Number

2

on Reader Reply
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canon

hands
off'

NOW THE CBS LABORATORIES COLOR CORRECTOR IS TOTALLY AUTOMATIC
CBS Laboratories has taken another giant step
forward in color television broadcasting. The
widely -acclaimed Color Corrector is now fully automatic. Adjust the controls once and forget it. The

the big edge for viewer ratings and advertising
dollars. When it comes to color broadcasting, nothing can touch the new CBS Laboratories Automatic Color Corrector 6000.

Color Corrector automatically guarantees uniform
color balance of remote feeds from any part of the
country. Automatically corrects variations from
one camera to another, from one scene to another,
or from film to tape. And automatically gives you

Circle Number

3

CBS LABORATORIES
A Division of

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

227 High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06905

on

Reader Reply Card

